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ABSTRACT: All-solid-state batteries (ASSBs) have attracted enormous attention as one of
the critical future technologies for safe and high energy batteries. With the emergence of
several highly conductive solid electrolytes in recent years, the bottleneck is no longer Li-ion
diffusion within the electrolyte. Instead, many ASSBs are limited by their low Coulombic
efficiency, poor power performance, and short cycling life due to the high resistance at the
interfaces within ASSBs. Because of the diverse chemical/physical/mechanical properties of
various solid components in ASSBs as well as the nature of solid−solid contact, many types of
interfaces are present in ASSBs. These include loose physical contact, grain boundaries, and
chemical and electrochemical reactions to name a few. All of these contribute to increasing
resistance at the interface. Here, we present the distinctive features of the typical interfaces and
interphases in ASSBs and summarize the recent work on identifying, probing, understanding,
and engineering them. We highlight the complicated, but important, characteristics of
interphases, namely the composition, distribution, and electronic and ionic properties of the
cathode−electrolyte and electrolyte−anode interfaces; understanding these properties is the key to designing a stable interface. In
addition, conformal coatings to prevent side reactions and their selection criteria are reviewed. We emphasize the significant role of
the mechanical behavior of the interfaces as well as the mechanical properties of all ASSB components, especially when the soft Li
metal anode is used under constant stack pressure. Finally, we provide full-scale (energy, spatial, and temporal) characterization
methods to explore, diagnose, and understand the dynamic and buried interfaces and interphases. Thorough and in-depth
understanding on the complex interfaces and interphases is essential to make a practical high-energy ASSB.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lithium-ion batteries have become one of our life’s necessities,
ubiquitous and playing essential roles in a multitude of
applications ranging from consumer electronics and electric
vehicles, to aerospace products. They are widely used to store
energy and provide power. As demand for electrification
continues to grow, the adoption of Li-ion batteries in turn is
growing exponentially. Thus, batteries that are safe and have
high energy densities are exceedingly desired. Current Li-ion
batteries that contain liquid electrolytes (LEs) have a significant
risk of catching fire and even exploding due to the highly
flammable organic solvents used in LEs. Replacing the liquid
electrolytes with solid electrolytes (SEs) will definitely enhance
battery safety, as flammability and electrolyte leakage are not
issues for SEs. Additionally, SEs potentially enable the use of the
Li metal anode, which would greatly increase the energy density
of batteries.1 As a consequence, all-solid-state batteries (ASSBs)
are regarded as one of the critical future technologies and have
continued to attract enormous attention over recent years.
ASSB research began with seeking suitable materials that can

serve as SEs, namely, materials with high ionic conductivity (σLi+
> 0.1mS/cm, commonly referred to as “superionic conductors”)
but low electronic conductivity (σe < 10−7 mS/cm). Such
materials include polymer-, oxide-, and sulfide-based electro-
lytes.2 Sulfide-based electrolytes have been shown to have higher
ionic conductivities than oxide- and polymer-based electrolytes
due to their bcc-like anion framework, favorable for Li-ion
diffusion.3 Recently, sulfide-based superionic conductors have
achieved ionic conductivities close to or higher than those of
conventional LEs (∼1mS/cm). These include Li7P3S11 (17mS/
cm), Li10GeP2S12 (12 mS/cm), and Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 (25
mS/cm).4−6 However, compared with LE cells, most ASSBs
have higher polarization, lower capacity, and inferior power and
cycling capabilities, which are attributed to severe interfacial
problems.7 Loose physical contact, the presence of grain
boundaries, and chemical and electrochemical reactions, to
name a few, all contribute to increasing resistance at the
cathode−electrolyte, electrolyte−electrolyte, and electrolyte−
anode interfaces (Figure 1). This is partially due to the SE
properties; some have a narrow electrochemical stability
window, meaning they begin to undergo oxidative decom-
position at relatively low voltages, such as Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS)
at 2.15 V and Li3PS4 (LPS) at 2.41 V versus Li/Li+.8

Furthermore, due to the inherent chemical potential incompat-

ibility of SEs with cathode/anode materials, spontaneous
chemical reactions will occur. Such reactions will form a
resistive solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the anode side or a
cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) on the cathode side,
thereby hindering both Li-ion diffusion and charge transfer
inside the ASSBs.9,10

Both computational and experimental methods are useful to
explore the complex nature of the interfaces in ASSBs. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations and molecular dynamics
simulations can provide microscopic viewpoints on thermody-
namic stability, favorable kinetics, and atomic interactions at an
interface. For example, the combination of LiCoO2 (LCO) and
Li2S−P2S5 was predicted to be thermodynamically unstable
since a reaction involving the interionic diffusion between Co
and P at the interface is energetically favorable.11,12 Although
DFT calculations can predict the decomposition products,
experimentally determining and confirming the presence of
specific species and their distribution as well as their physical/
chemical properties remains a challenging and rarely addressed
problem. The physically buried nature of the interface along
with the fact that most cathodes are composites that contain SE
and carbon conductive additives, brings about much of the
difficulty in isolating, probing, and identifying the chemical
species. Such characterization requires proper experimental
design and the use of various complementary techniques with a
wide range of detection energy and spatial and temporal scales.
Microscopy techniques, such as transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM), enables the visualization of the structure,
morphology, and distribution at the interface. Spectroscopic
techniques in turn provide the chemical state and electronic
structure of the interfacial components. Electrochemical
techniques, such as cyclic voltammetry (CV) and impedance
measurements, can provide kinetic information on Li-ion
diffusion and charge transfer at the interface. Identifying the
chemical species and determining their distribution at the
interface is very important because their chemical and physical
properties directly govern the interfacial charge transfer
resistance and ultimately, the electrochemical performance of
ASSBs.
Since the demand and research interest for high-energy and

safe ASSBs is increasing exponentially, this work seeks to focus
on and summarize the current research progress on the
interfaces in ASSBs and efforts for effective interfacial design
and engineering. First, we break down each type of interface that
exists in ASSBs. The interfaces between the electrolyte and
cathode/anode are discussed separately in terms of the
electrochemical reaction, chemical reaction, physical contact,
and mechanical properties. We provide the fundamental
understanding of the main causes of several issues, remaining
challenges, and potential solutions regarding the interfaces in
ASSBs. Lastly, we present various characterization tools to probe
and diagnose the properties of the interfacial products, such as
the structure, composition, distribution, and electronic and ionic
diffusion to name a few. This information enables the
engineering of ASSB interfaces, which is essential to make a
practical ASSB with high energy density.
Here, we primarily focus on the interfaces and interphases of

sulfide-based SEs in ASSBs because sulfides offer state-of-the-art
battery performance and usually do not require the addition of
LE. Although there are plenty of review articles on oxide-based
SEs,13−16 we discuss a few important interfacial parameters for
oxide−SE interfaces to compare them with sulfide-based SEs.
We only minimally describe polymer-based SEs, as there are
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already plenty of review articles on them.17−20 We also discuss
some very recent breakthroughs with halide solid electrolytes
that offer a tantalizing road forward for the ASSB field.

2. INTERFACES IN ASSBS
Unlike LEs, SEs cannot flow or infiltrate into gaps and voids in
an ASSB, resulting in poorer physical contact between particles.
Since all of the components in ASSBs are solids, fabricating
ASSBs requires stacking the cathode, electrolyte, and anode
sequentially, resulting in numerous interfaces (Figure 1). As
shown in Figure 1, 13 scenarios (that can all exist simultaneously
in an ASSB) are listed, including the cathode−electrolyte,
electrolyte−electrolyte, anode−electrolyte, current collector−
electrolyte, and additive−electrolyte interfaces. These interfaces
can be further categorized into the following classes: voids, those
formed via chemical reactions or electrochemical reactions, and
grain boundaries.

(1) Voids: although a high pressure (≥370 MPa) can be
applied during cell fabrication, both the electrode and
electrolyte are still far from the ideal closest-packing
scenario; both remain quite porous. Such porosity usually

ranges from 10%−40% depending on the pressure and
mechanical properties of the electrolyte and electrode
materials. Voids can also form during cell operation due to
electrode pulverization caused by cracks forming in
cathode particles and dendritic growth of Li metal. The
presence of voids could (i) hinder Li-ion diffusion and
charge transfer, resulting in high contact resistance, (ii)
induce dendritic growth of Li metal, and (iii) increase the
cell volume which decreases the volumetric energy
density of ASSBs.

(2) Chemical reaction: If an electrode and the solid
electrolyte have a mismatch of chemical potential,
spontaneous chemical reaction(s) may occur once these
two materials are put in contact. Consequently, solid
electrolyte interphases (SEI) and cathode electrolyte
interphases (CEI) form at the anode and cathode side,
respectively. A beneficial SEI/CEI should be a passivating
layer that is conductive to Li ions but not electrons, and
extend the working voltage window of electrolytes, as
shown in Figure 2. However, if the SEI/CEI is a mixed
ionic and electronic conductor (MIEC), the SEI/CEI will

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of interfacial phenomena experienced in ASSBs.
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continue to grow, deteriorating the performance of
ASSBs. Protecting the cathode/anode with relatively
inert materials has proven to be an effective way to
mitigate chemical reactions.

(3) Electrochemical reaction: most SEs have a narrow
electrochemical stability window and cannot operate at
the full voltage range of the cathode and anode materials.
SEs can be oxidized at high voltages or reduced at low
voltages if they have sufficient contact with electronically
conductive materials, which can include the cathode/
anode materials, current collector, or conductive
additives. Note that oxide- and chloride-based SEs have
a wider stability window than sulfide-based SEs (Figure
2); they are stable at high voltages but unstable at low
voltages. The electrochemically decomposed electrolytes
will also contribute to SEI/CEI formation and increase
the charge transfer resistance. Coupling electrode
materials with matching operating voltage windows and
slowing down reaction kinetics are both beneficial as they
reduce the electrochemical reactivity of SEs.

(4) Grain boundaries: a grain boundary is present if two
particles are in contact and if they have different
electrochemical potentials. The Li ions will then transfer
from one particle to another particle, leaving a Li-deficient
space-charge layer at the interface, which greatly
suppresses ionic conduction at the interface.

3. ELECTROACTIVE INTERFACE OF SES
Aside from a high transference number, high ionic conductivity,
and suitable mechanical properties, the most crucial criterion of
a desired SE is that its highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) should be below the Fermi energy level of the cathode
(μc) and its lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
should be above the Fermi energy level of the anode (μa) (Figure
2). If the Fermi energy of the cathode is below theHOMOof the
SEs, then oxidation of SE occurs at the cathode interface to form
a CEI.21 Analogous to this, if the Fermi energy of the anode is
above the LUMO of the SEs, then reduction of the SEs occurs at
the anode interface to form a SEI. The presence of a CEI or a SEI

will increase resistance to both Li ion diffusion and charge
transfer across the interface.
As the bottleneck of battery performance is strongly related

with interfacial charge transfer kinetics, the electronic, ionic, and
mechanical properties of the SEI/CEI are the most crucial
parameters for building a better battery.22−24 Such properties
depend on its chemical composition and spatial distribution.
Although SEI/CEI formation increases the interfacial charge
transfer resistance, it may also passivate the interfaces in several
ways such as by mitigating parasitic reactions, reducing ion
dissolution, and accommodating the stress induced by electrode
volume change; these may improve ASSB cycle life.25−27

Important to note is that unlike LEs, SEs cannot infiltrate
through the CEI/SEI if there are pores and cracks, making the
mechanical properties of the SEI/CEI a more crucial
consideration in ASSBs. Since most of ASSBs require a constant
stack pressure to operate, the SEI/CEI is likely to experience
additional stress from electrode volume changes.28,29

3.1. Electrochemical Stability Window of SEs

The grand potential diagram is usually applied to evaluate the
electrochemical stability of SEs in equilibrium by changing the
chemical potential of Li.30,31 The grand potential diagram can
show the stable voltage window of SEs and possible
decomposition products when the chemical potential is outside
the stability range. For example, the grand potential diagram of
Li6PS5Cl (LPSCl) shows that reduction processes will occur at
voltages below 1.7 V versus Li/Li+ whereas oxidation will start at
2.3 V. Under phase equilibrium, the reduction products contain
Li3P, Li2S, and LiCl, and the oxidation products contain S and
P2S5. The phase equilibrium suggests that several binary
materials are stable at 0 V (with Li metal): Li2S, Li3P, and
Li3N and LiF to name a few others. However, these SEs alone are
not useful in ASSBs due to their poor Li ionic conductivity. In
contrast, SEs such as LGPS and LPS are unstable at 0 V (as they
have a favorable formation energy of −1.23 and −1.42 eV per
atom, respectively).11 The phase equilibria of LGPS contain
Li3P, Li2S, and Li15Ge4 at 0 V whereas LPS contains Li3P and
Li2S at 0 V, experimentally verified using XPS.32,27 In addition,
anodic decomposition of Li0.33La0.56TiO3 (LLTO) and
NASICON-type Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) occurs at 1.7

Figure 2. Schematic band diagrams of the HOMO and LUMOof different classes of electrolytes compared to typical μc and μa values. If the μc is below
the HOMO of the electrolytes, a CEI will form; an SEI will form if the μa is above the LUMO of the electrolytes.
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and 2.4 V, respectively, due to reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+, in good
agreement with CV experiments.33,34 Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO)
exhibits the lowest voltage stability of 0.05 V with negligible
decomposition energy of −0.02 eV per atom. Such a low
decomposition energy kinetically stabilizes LLZO at 0 V but
results in poor wettability, which requires high-temperature
heat-treatment to overcome.11,35,36 In general, oxidative
decomposition of sulfide-based SEs occurs at lower voltages
than those of oxides and halides.37,38

It is important to note that these values are consistent with
predictions from first-principles calculations but contrary to
earlier CV measurements that had demonstrated the stability of
SEs up to 5−10 V.5,39 This discrepancy is likely caused by a lack
of standard experimental procedures. When measuring the
conductivity of a SE, if a flat metal plunger is used as the current
collector, electronic contact with SEs is insufficient; the resultant
SE electrochemical window is then usually overestimated as
reactions would not be seen in CV measurements due to
sluggish kinetics (Figure 3a). On the other hand, if conductive
carbon is used between the plunger and SE, the decomposition
of SE can begin to be clearly observed from a much lower
voltage, that is, the emergence of multiple oxidation/reduction
peaks in a CV scan. Such peaks from this measuring method
match with the grand potential diagram of the DFT-calculated
electrochemical stability (Figure 3c).32,40−42 This modification
in the experimental procedure increases the effective interfacial
contact area with electronically conductive materials and thus
increases the decomposition kinetics of SEs. Since this
methodology can more accurately illustrate the electrochemical
window of the SE, it should be widely applied for all kinds of SEs.

Obtaining an accurate electrochemical window for a SE is a
necessary precondition before compatible cathode and anode
materials can be examined.
The onset oxidation potential of a SE strongly depends on the

anionic framework in the structure of SEs. The electronegativity
of the anion and its charge density directly influence the
oxidation stability of SEs. For example, the oxidation potential of
SEs follows a general trend of chlorides > oxides > sulfides >
nitrides (Li3YCl6 > LLZO > LPS > LiPON), which matches the
charge density trend (N3− > S2− > O2− > Cl−) (Figure 3d). This
principle also works for halide-based SEs; among them, fluoride-
based SEs have the highest oxidation stability while iodide-based
SEs have the lowest.43 However, the ionic conductivity of
fluoride-based SEs is much lower than their counterparts. Thus,
a balance of favorable properties must be found to fabricate an
effective room-temperature (RT) ASSB. Oxidation stability of
oxide-based SEs depends on O2−/O2 gas release which is related
to the oxygen atom bonding environment with neighboring
atoms. For example, LLZO and LLTO oxidize at relatively low
voltages of 2.91 and 3.71 V (vs Li/Li+) respectively. The Li-
deficient phase La2Zr2O7 was generated from the oxidation of
LLZO as identified by XPS.44 LATP has the highest cathodic
limit of 4.31 V versus Li/Li+ with a low oxidation decomposition
energy of−65 meV per atom at 5 V. The high oxidation stability
of LATP originates from the overlap of energy orbitals between
P and O, which form a strong covalent bond.
On the other hand, the reduction potential of a SE depends on

its cation framework, especially the accessible lower oxidation
states of the cation and its thermodynamic reduction potential.
LiPON and LPS-based SEs contain phosphorus in the P5+ state

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of a CV scan where the SE is in direct contact with a flat Ti current collector; due to slow kinetics, no oxidation or reduction
reactions can be seen. (b) Grand potential phase diagram of Li6PS5Cl (LPSCl). Below 1.7 V, LPSCl gets reduced and uptakes Li, while at 2.3 V and
above, LPSCl gets oxidized and loses Li. The thermodynamically favored products at their respective voltages are highlighted. (c) Example of a CV scan
where the SE is mixed with conductive carbon before contacting the Ti plunger. The faster kinetics of decomposition allow for the oxidation and
reduction reactions to be visible. (d) Electrochemical stability windows for examples from the various classes (sulfide, oxide, nitride, chloride) of SEs.
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which can be reduced to P at a lower oxidation state. This also
applies to other transition metal-based cationic centers such as
Y3+, Zr4+, and Ti4+; they can be reduced to a lower valence
oxidation state (e.g., Ti4+ to Ti3+) or even to the final metallic
form (Y3+ to Y0). The extent of reductive decomposition
depends on the amount of electrons transferred during
reduction, such as eight electrons from P5+ (in PS4

3−) to P3−

(as in Li3P),
41,42 as opposed to one electron for Ti4+ to Ti3+.

Although thermodynamically possible, the occurrence of
reduction processes is mainly controlled by kinetics. This
being the case, a kinetically stabilized interface is favorable for
passivation of the anode interface (e.g., with Li metal), which
will be discussed in more detail later.

3.2. Tuning the Operating Voltage Window

If the operating voltage of the ASSBs exceeds the electro-
chemical stability window of SEs, the SEs will start to undergo
oxidative/reductive decomposition (Figure 4). The decom-
position products that form at the interface depend on the
operating voltage and choice of electrode materials. For
example, PS4

3− can be oxidized to form sulfur-bridging (-S-)
diphosphorus compounds and elemental S, whereas −P−P−
bond formation takes place during the initial reduction of PS4

3−,
which is further reduced to Li3P and Li2S at voltages
approaching 0 V. When sulfide-based SEs are coupled with
high-voltage layered oxide cathodes such as LiCoO2 (LCO) or
LiNixMnyCo1−x−yO2 (NMC), oxidative decomposition be-

comes more severe at higher voltages (as sulfide SE starts
oxidative decomposition from very low voltages of 2−2.5 V vs
Li/Li+), resulting in a thicker CEI and a lower Coulombic
efficiency (CE) during the first cycle compared with carbonate-
based LE.45 The extent of electrochemical decomposition,
which is reflected by the first cycle CE also depends on the type
of sulfide solid electrolyte. Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3, the highest
Li-ion conductor (25 mS/cm at RT), readily oxidizes during
cycling, resulting in a very low first cycle CE of 39%. In contrast,
a relatively stable electrolyte, Li9.6P3S12, which has an ionic
conductivity 2 orders of magnitude lower (10−4 S cm−1 at RT),
exhibits a higher first cycle CE of 73%.6 Severe electrolyte
oxidation therefore prevents the use of highly conductive SEs in
conjunction with high-voltage cathodes. Thus, this is the most
critical problem for most of the sulfide SEs as it is intrinsically
unavoidable.6 Using XPS, Koerver et al. showed a relative
increase of the CEI when the voltage of a cell containing NMC
was increased from 4.3 to 4.8 V. They also suggested that the
continued growth of CEI with prolonged cycling, as well as SE
oxidation on the current collectors, were the key reasons for
capacity fade.45 As an example, the LiI−Li3PS4 SE with the NCA
cathode has the I−/I3−/I2 redox couple along with the existing
S2−/S0 redox couple, making the SE subject to decomposition,
causing a large polarization and capacity fade.46 In contrast,
when TiS2 and sulfur are used as the cathode, since the operating
voltage is much lower (no greater than 2.4 V, i.e., within the

Figure 4. Possible interfacial reactions of sulfide SEs at a wide range of operating voltages. Top: The arrows correspond to the voltage ranges when
using graphite, Li metal deposition, layered oxide cathode (NCA), Li−S, or metal sulfide. Bottom: The possible redox reactions at the corresponding
voltage windows to illustrate the possible oxidation or reduction species. Reproduced with permission from ref 45. Copyright 2017 American Chemical
Society.
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stability window of the SE), the ASSBs with sulfide-based SEs
show stable performance.47 Therefore, suitable screening of
electrolytes and finding compatible electrode materials is
essential to mitigate electrolyte oxidation to realize ASSBs
with high energy density.
Experimentally, it is found that Li3YCl6 begins to decompose

at 4.2 V, while LPSCl starts to decompose at 2.3 V (Figure 5a),
which closely matches with the grand potential computation
phase diagram.43 When coupled with the LCO cathode, less
oxidative decomposition of Li3YCl6 is expected than for LPSCl,
which agrees with the experimental data; ASSBs with LCO/
LYCl and LCO/LPS exhibit a first cycle CE of 94.8% and 84%,
respectively (Figure 5b).48 Thus, careful selection of the SE can
help to improve the first cycle CE and reduce charge transfer
resistance at the cathode interface. Substitution or doping is one
of the methods to improve both the oxidation and reduction
stability of SEs. For example, partial oxygen substitution in
sulfide-based SEs was found to be effective in enhancing the
oxidation stability of SEs such as Li3.35P0.93S3.5O0.5 and
Li10GeP2S12−xOx (x = 0.3 and 0.6).49,50

Although the decomposition of SEs is unavoidable during the
first cycle, it can be mitigated in subsequent cycles through self-
passivation of the formed CEI. For example, LPSCl starts to
decompose at 2.5 V and delivers a high charging capacity of 250
mAh/g during the first charge. However, no discharge capacity
from LPSCl was found when the cell was discharged to 2.5 V.51

When it was coupled with the NCA cathode, the low-voltage
sloping region (from 2.5 to 3.6 V) corresponding to LPSCl
decomposition disappeared from the second charge even
though it was present during the first cycle. This suggests that
the formed CEI is able to serve as a protective layer that prevents
the SE from decomposing further, which enables the use of high-
voltage cathodes such as LCO at voltages up to 4.2 V with LPS-
based SEs.6 Zhu et al. proposed that both thermodynamic and
kinetic factors are responsible for this phenomenon. In principle,
the thermodynamic stability of the CEI is much higher than the

pristine SE. The decomposition kinetics of the SE and the CEI
are sluggish in nature considering that they are both electroni-
cally insulating materials.52 The thermodynamic stability and
sluggish decomposition kinetics of the CEI thus extends the
operating voltage window wider than the intrinsic thermody-
namic stability window of the host SE.53 Similar phenomena
have been found at the LCO−LiPON and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4−
LiPON interfaces.54,55 Although LiPON has an intrinsically
narrow stability window (0.68∼2.63 V vs Li/Li+),56 the stable
CEI enabled an ASSB to cycle up to 5 V over several thousands
of cycles, due to the high overpotential of oxygen evolution.

3.3. Kinetic Control of SE Decomposition

Although the decomposition of SEs is unavoidable at the first
cycle, SE decomposition kinetics can be tuned to enhance the
CE of ASSBs. Since SEs have poor electronic conductivity
(10−8−10−12 S/cm),57−63 highly electronically conductive
surfaces would promote the decomposition of SEs40,41 such as
the electrode materials and carbon additives.7 The particle size
of the cathode material greatly affects the interfacial contact and
electrochemical performance, as Strauss et al. found that smaller
NMC622 particles (<10 μm) exhibited higher capacity than
larger ones (for a carbon-free composite cathode with Li3PS4
(Figure 6a)). A composite with smaller particles possesses an
electronic conductivity two or more orders of magnitude higher
than composites made with larger particles, while Li ionic
conductivity remains the same, resulting in faster kinetics and
higher utilization of the cathode material.64 The addition of
conductive carbon is usually necessary for most cathodes to
reduce the impedance of the ASSB, since cathodes such as NCA,
LiFePO4 (LFP), and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 (LNMO) typically have
poor electronic conductivity. Kanno et al. observed severe
decomposition of LGPS at carbon surfaces (regardless of the
anode used, whether Li or Li0.5In) resulting in a lowCE.65 Zhang
et al. also found that the decomposition of LGPS is directly
related to the amount of carbon used (Figure 6b). For example,

Figure 5. (a) Charging profile of LPSCl-carbon and LYC-carbon cathode composites made with 7:3 cathode: carbon wt % ratio using ball milling. The
applied current density was 0.1 mA/cm2 and the total cathode loading was 10 mg. (b) Charging profile with capacity and Coulombic efficiency of LCO
with LYC, LYB, and LPS SE. Reproduced with permission from ref 48. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag.
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the initial charging slope that originates from the oxidation of SE
does not exist for the LCO-LGPS-based ASSB but it appears
when conductive carbon is added into the composite mixture.
They have also shown that increasing the carbon amount in the
cathode composite resulted in an increase of the cathode
interfacial resistance and a lower first cycle CE. This suggests
that the kinetics of electrolyte decomposition is faster on highly
electronically conducting surfaces such as carbon.66,67 There-
fore, the optimization of cathode composites, using a minimal
amount of carbon, is paramount to reduce SE decomposition
while maintaining the high performance of the cathode.
Furthermore, the type of carbon used in the cathode

composite plays an important role with regards to the
decomposition kinetics of SEs. Meng et al. found that LPSCl
decomposition is significantly lowered when the lower surface
area vapor-grown carbon fibers (VGCF) was used instead of the
higher surface area acetylene black (AB) (Figure 7c). As a result,
the initial decomposition slope is reduced, and the CE of the first

cycle increased from 71 to 78% with NMC-VGCF cathode
(Figure 7d).41 A similar observation was reported by Passerini et
al.68

3.4. Usage of SE Redox

Typically, the decomposition of electrolytes is irreversible;
however, there are exceptions. Reversible decomposition of the
Li3PS4 SE was recently identified by Tatsumisago et al. They
demonstrated prolonged cycling and a reversible capacity of 185
mAh/g using a 7:3 (weight ratio) Li3PS4:carbon composite
cathode with an operating voltage of 0.5 to 3 V vs Li/Li+.69−71 It
is interesting to observe the reversible change of the S K-edge
and P K-edge in the XAS spectra during charging and
discharging (indicative of the redox related to S and P). It is
believed that the P−S covalent bonds still exist after delithiation
of Li3PS4 which helps to reversibly change the electronic
structure of Li3PS4.

Figure 6. (a) SEM images of different sizes of NCM particles and the effect of NCM particle size on performance of carbonate-based LE and Li3PS4 SE
cells, Reproduced with permission from ref 64. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. (b) Initial charging slope of LCO-LGPS solid-state cell
with and without carbon. Reproduced with permission from ref 66. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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Reversible decomposition of the sulfide-based SE LPSCl was
also confirmed by Meng et al.; they showed complete
reversibility of LPSCl within the window of 0−4 V versus Li/
Li+ (Figure 8a). XPS peaks of S and P2S5 appear after the
oxidation of LPSCl at 4 V, resulting in an increased cathode
charge transfer impedance by 2 orders of magnitude (Figure
8b,c). Upon discharging, the impedance reverts to a value close
to the original LPSCl value and the parent PS4

3− (LPSCl) peaks
reappear (after discharge to 1.3 V).41 They also demonstrated
that LiCl forms after oxidative decomposition during the first
cycle which does not participate in redox; only the PS4

3− unit
reversibly changes during the subsequent charge/discharge
process. Further reduction to 0 V results in Li3P and Li2S at the
interface (Figure 8b,c). It is interesting to note that the interface
impedance at the fully discharged state is much lower than that
at the fully charged state, implying that the cathode interfacial
charge transfer resistance is the more significant consideration
for ASSBs that comprise of sulfide-based SEs.
Of particular interest, the reversible kinetics of sulfide-based

SEs lies within the operating voltage of a Li−S battery. For
example, Li7P3S11 (ball milled composite with conductive
carbon) exhibits a reversible capacity of 225 mAh/g after 10
cycles (blue dots, Figure 9a), similar to the ball-milled composite
mixture of Li2S−Li7P3S11 (1182 mAh/g, which exceeds the
theoretical capacity of Li2S) (red dots, Figure 9a).72,73 In
addition, the dQ/dV plot for Li7P3S11 and the Li2S−Li7P3S11
composite have their corresponding redox peaks within the
same voltage range (Figure 9b). This result signifies that
Li7P3S11 contributes to the extra capacity, as both processes

operate within the same voltage range and thus would
simultaneously participate in the redox process. This is quite a
unique advantage of using sulfide-based SEs for an all-solid-state
Li−S battery.
Overall, electrochemical decomposition of SE appears to

occur with all the well-known SEs at wide operating voltage
ranges. Controlling the decomposition kinetics of SEs is the key
to construct a stable SEI/CEI, thereby enabling an ASSB with a
high-voltage cathode and the Li metal anode. As new SEs
continue to be discovered and evaluated, research emphasis
should be placed not on achieving high ionic conductivity, but
rather on improving SE electrochemical stability, controlling SE
decomposition kinetics, and determining the nature of the
decomposition products.

4. CATHODE−SE INTERFACE
Takada et al. reported that the rate-limiting step for a LPS-based
ASSB (with LCO as the cathode and graphite as the anode) was
charge transfer through the cathode; interestingly, cells with LEs
show the opposite trend.9 The higher cathode charge transfer
impedance likely arises from inadequate physical contact,
chemical reactions, electrochemical reactions, or a space-charge
layer that forms or takes place at the interface. In this section, we
will focus on the cathode−electrolyte interface and, particularly,
the effect of chemical reactions and inadequate physical
contact.45,67,74−77

4.1. Chemical Reaction

Chemical reactions arise from a chemical potential difference
between cathode materials and SEs. This difference will be more

Figure 7. SEM images of (a) carbon black (CB) and (b) vapor-grown carbon fibers (VGCF) showing their different size and morphology. (c) Charge
voltage profiles of Li−In | Li6PS5Cl | Li6PS5Cl−C cells using 30 wt % CB (surface area:∼80 m2/g) versus VGCF (surface area:∼24 m2/g). (d) Charge
and discharge voltage profiles of Li−In | Li6PS5Cl | NCM811 cells using 1 wt % of CB versus VGCF. Reproduced with permission from ref 41.
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 8. (a) Cyclic voltammograms for the initial two cycles of LPSCl-carbon composite within the voltage range of 0−4.2 V (vs Li/Li+) at 100 μV/s
starting from the OCV. (b) Nyquist plots at various cycling potentials of LPSCl-carbon composite representing the impedance changes (left).
Normalized capacity versus voltage profiles are displayed for reference (middle). The bar graph represents relative differences in cell impedance at
different oxidation or reduction states of Li6PS5Cl−carbon (right). (c) Schematic of details reversible oxidation and reduction pathway of Li6PS5Cl.
Reproduced with permission from ref 41. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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pronounced when electrochemical diffusion of Li ions occurs at
the same time. This means that chemical reactions between
cathode materials and SEs will become exacerbated during
electrochemical cycling, especially at the charged state.
4.1.1. Thermodynamic and Kinetic Analysis by

Computation. The chemical instability of sulfide-based SEs
with oxide cathodes was primarily analyzed by computational
methods.11,30,78 A pseudobinary phase diagram with different
compositional mixtures is usually established where all elements
are equilibrated at the interface. The reaction energy of the
phase equilibria is measured by the energy difference between
the formation energy of reaction products and decomposition
energy of the cathode and SEs, which is highly dependent on
composition. For example, the decomposition energy of LCO
reacting with both LGPS and Li3PS4 is−340 and−405 meV per
atom, respectively, which signifies that LPS reacts more readily
with LCO than LGPS (Figure 10).11 Compared with pristine
LCO, delithiated LCO shows a lower reaction energy with LPS
and LGPS (−564 and −499 meV per atom), which indicates
that the extent of interfacial reaction is also dependent on the
state of charge. This difference is mainly because more of the
cobalt is at a higher oxidation state (Co4+), which has a greater
tendency to react. As a result, Co9S8, Li2SO4, and Li3PO4 formed
at the interface. A similar trend was noticed regardless of the
transition metal (TM) layered oxide cathodes and sulfide SEs
used, such as LPSCl and NCA.51

It is important to note that the interfaces between oxide-based
SEs and oxide cathodes are quite stable compared to sulfide-
based SEs; the reaction energy of the former is negligible and 2
orders of magnitude lower than the latter.51 The phase equilibria
decomposition energy between LLZO and LCO/Li0.5CoO2 is
1/53 meV per atom. It is interesting to notice that Li0.5CoO2 is
one of the major reaction products when LCO reacts with oxide
SEs. The oxidation state of Co in Li0.5CoO2 is Co

4+ while it is
usually reduced to Co2+ when it reacts with sulfide SEs. This is
because the sulfide species is more polarizable, meaning it can
more readily reduce the TM to a lower oxidation state whereas
the opposite occurs if the charge density of the anion is
increased. Consistent with this trend, the reaction energy is also
lower for phosphate-based SEs such as LATP.79 This result was
verified experimentally by Yoshinari et al. as they found that
NCM performed better with LATP in ASSBs (higher capacity
and better cyclic retention than thiophosphate-based SEs at 60

°C, (Figure 11a)). The better performance of NCM/LATP
coincides with a negligible increase in impedance after cycling
compared to the NCM/LPS interface (Figure 11b). Although
layered TM oxides are quite reactive with sulfide-based SEs,
their reactivity with oxide polyanionic SEs is quite low. For
example, Figure 12a shows the thermodynamic reaction energy
(and the corresponding volume change) of several Na-ion
battery electrodes (cathodes, Na metal, and the Na2Ti3O7
anode) against one NASICON (oxide) electrolyte and several
sulfide SEs.80 A suitable selection of cathode, anode, and SE
should be based on materials with the least reaction energy and
minimal volume change. It is interesting to note that most of the
transition metal oxides are chemically more reactive than the
polyanionic cathodes NaFePO4, NaFePO4F, Na3V2(PO4)3, and
Na3V2(PO4)2F3 (when paired with NPS and NPSe). In general,
oxide-based SEs show much higher chemical stability than
sulfides whereas SbS4-based SEs are chemically more stable than
PS4 and PSe4-based SEs.80,81

Figure 9. (a) Charge−discharge profile of Li7P3S11−carbon (7:3 weight ratio) composite and Li2S−Li7P3S11−carbon composite (2.5:5:2.5), prepared
using high-energy ball milling. The applied current density was 0.2 mA/cm2 and the total loading was 7.5mg/cm2. The cell was fabricated with Li7P3S11
as the SE layer and Li0.5In as the anode by applying a stack pressure of 370 MPa using Ti metal plungers as the current collectors (inset). (b) dQ/dV
plot for both cathodes where their corresponding redox peaks are situated within the same voltage range (within 0.7 to 2.7 V vs Li/Li+).

Figure 10. (a) Calculated mutual reaction energy of SE−LCO (solid
lines) and SE−L0.5CO (dashed lines) interfaces for several solid
electrolytes such as LiPON, LLTO, LLZO, LPS, and LGPS.
Reproduced with permission from ref 11. Copyright 2016 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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However, it is important to note that the interfacial
decomposition energy is calculated based on thermodynamics,
which is not always in good agreement with experimental
observations, where the interfaces are formed at RT. The
decomposition energy calculation is more consistent when the
composite mixture is heated at high temperatures to overcome
the kinetic barrier limitation. Aside from thermodynamic
calculations, the kinetic activation barriers for bond breaking
and the diffusion limitation of atoms across the interface should

also be taken into consideration. Although oxide-based SEs have
a lower decomposition energy than sulfides, the cathodic
interfacial resistance is sometimes larger for oxide SEs. This is
due to the high-temperature annealing (previouslymentioned to
enhance the contact between oxide-based SEs and cathodes)
that facilitates reaction kinetics. Ab initio Molecular Dynamics
(AIMD) simulations is one of the computational methods to
probe the kinetic reactivity at the interface. Tang et al. applied
AIMD to study the reaction between NaCoO2/Na0.5CoO2 and

Figure 11. (a) Discharge capacity and Coulombic efficiency of LTO-LPS/LPS/LPS-NCM (orange) and LTO−LPS/LPS/LATP-NCM (blue) over
50 cycles. (b) Nyquist plots of the NCM-LPS cell and the (c) LATP-NCM cell after the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 10th, 20th, and 50th discharge at 150 °C.
Reproduced with permission from ref 79. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

Figure 12. (a) Computed reaction energies (left) and volume changes (right) for several Na-ion electrode materials (in the discharged state) paired
with SEs; (b) S−O and Co−S radial distribution functions of the cathode−SE interfaces with respect to AIMD simulation time (70 ps) for NaCoO2−
Na3PS4 and Na0.5CoO2−Na3PS4 interfaces. The S−O pair is instantaneously (and only) formed with the charged cathode, whereas the Co−S pair is
found to form for both the charged and the discharged cathode. Reproduced with permission from ref 80. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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Na3PS4 along with the RDF approach to better understand the
formation of interfacial products (Figure 12b). The results show
that the Na−Na, S−O, P−O, and Co−S bonds form within the
time scale of 60 ps. The Na−Na bond in NCO remains within
the time scale for the bare NCO−NPS interface but vanishes for
the charged NCO−NPS interface, which indicates that the
charged cathode is more reactive than the discharged cathodes;
for instance, the S−O bond forms at the charged state but not in
the discharged state.80 Banerjee et al. also used AIMD to study
the NCA−LPSCl interface where the P−O bond forms along
with the S−S, Ni−S, and Co−S bonds, agreeing well with the
thermodynamic calculations.
4.1.2. Experimental Identification of Chemical Reac-

tions. Chemical reactions were verified with several electro-
chemical techniques such as electrochemical charge/discharge
profiles, impedance measurements, and GITT analysis.82−84

Jung et al. fabricated a pellet made of a composite mixture
containing NMC and Li6PS5Cl (with a 1:1 wt. ratio) and cycled
one ASSB after resting for 48 h and another without any rest
step. The cathode composite without rest exhibited a higher
capacity with lower polarization (Figure 13a) but poorer
capacity retention (Figure 13b).85 This signifies an instanta-
neous chemical reaction between NMC and Li6PS5Cl even
without applying any bias. To verify this, they measured
impedance as a function of time without applying any bias
voltage (Figure 13c,d). Both the bulk and grain boundary
resistance increased by 400% in 48 h, as shown in Figure 13d.
The bulk impedance increase can be due to the degradation of
both the cathode and Li6PS5Cl, whereas interfacial impedance
growth is due to formation of the CEI as an ion-blocking layer.
Consequently, oxide cathodes with sulfide-based SEs exhibited

significantly lower capacity due to the degraded cathode and
increased interfacial resistance.
Understanding the chemical and physical properties of the

interface is necessary because they can directly affect ASSB
performance; having such knowledge will aid future composite
electrode designs and interfacial engineering. Multiscale
characterization has been applied to identify interfacial products,
their spatial distribution, their ionic/electronic nature, and their
effect on cell performance. Tatsumisago et al. conducted TEM
and electron diffraction to observe long-range Co distribution at
the bare cathode−SE interface and found that the interfacial
layer is amorphous.10 The amorphous naturemay originate from
the slow kinetics of interdiffusion between LCO and Li2S−P2S5
during a long charging process. A similar observation was also
made for LCO with Li3.15Ge0.15P0.85S4, where a thin amorphous
layer was formed at the interface.86 Surface-sensitive techniques
such as XPS are useful to identify the interfacial products. For
example, Banerjee et al. found PO3−, SO3−, and PSO− as major
interfacial products after cycling the NCA cathode with LPSCl
SE.51 This observation is in good agreement with DFT
calculations.86 Whether the interface that results from chemical
reactions is passivated or not depends on the ionic and
electronic conductivity of the SEI products. For example,
Li3PO4 is an electronic insulator and an ionic conductor,
allowing Li ions to transfer across the interface. On the other
hand, TM sulfides are electronically conductive, which promotes
the electrochemical decomposition of SE, resulting in a
continuously growing interface that is detrimental to battery
performance. This phenomenon is discussed in detail in a later
section on long-term cycling stability.

Figure 13. Effects of chemical instability at the cathode−SE interface on the electrochemical performance of ASSBs. (a) Solid state electrochemical
profile of the first cycle of the fresh cell (without rest) and aged cell (with rest). The fresh cell showed a better capacity and lower polarization. (b)
Capacity retention of bare NMC solid state cell with and without rest. (c) NCM was mixed with Li6PS5Cl and pelletized between two stainless steel
plungers to measure the impedance as a function of time. (d) Impedance growth of the bare and (e) LiNbO3-coated NMC-SSE cell with various dwell
times at OCV. Reproduced with permission from ref 85. Copyright 2019 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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While there have been numerous studies on the cathode-
electrolyte interface, most of these studies focus on interface
after electrochemical cycling, which does not isolate the
chemical reactions that occur at both the discharged and
charged state; in other words, both the products from chemical
reactions and electrochemical decomposition of SEs will be
present. The resultant reaction products may also be different;
for example, NiS, CoS, MnS, Li2S, LiPxCly, and LiCl were found
to be the major products at the NMC−LPSCl interface at the
discharged state, whereas Mn3(PO4)2 or Ni3(PO4)2, Li3PO4,
POx, and SOx (2 < x < 3) are detected after electrochemical
cycling. These results indicate that electrochemical delithiation
makes oxygenmore reactive with P and S to form P−Oand S−O
bonds. Meng et al. succeeded in isolating interfacial chemical
reactions from SE electrochemical decomposition reactions and
identified the respective products at the pristine and charged
states. They initially charged the NCA cathode to 4.3 V in a LE
cell (Figure 14a) (as LEs do not decompose or react with NCA
at 4.3 V), collected the charged NCA powder, and then mixed it
with LPSCl (Figure 14b). Through this process, in terms of the
chemical reaction between NCA and LPSCl, significant
amounts of crystalline NiS, Li3PO4, and LiCl were detected by

Raman and XRD at the charged state while their signals were
much weaker at the pristine state (Figure 14c,d).51 Figure 15a−c
show a schematic of chemical and electrochemical reactions
between an oxide cathode and sulfide solid electrolyte, where
reaction kinetics is slow for the composite mixture (a relatively
thinner interface even after a prolonged resting time), but more
severe at the charged state (which forms a thicker interface). The
thicker interface at the charged state arises from the occurrence
of both chemical and electrochemical reactions. These results
demonstrate the different mechanisms involved in the chemical
reaction and electrochemical decomposition of SE, and their
corresponding influence on the interfacial resistance and cell
performance.
It is also important to realize that all of the sulfide-based SEs

and charged cathodes are highly sensitive to the atmosphere,87

so sample handling (such as isolating the sample from the cell),
transport, and transfer into the measurement setup should be
done in highly inert conditions. Even brief exposure may cause a
difference in the measurement and batch-to-batch variation,
which could lead to skewed interpretations of the interfacial
reactions. It is also worth mentioning that sulfides are highly
beam sensitive (electron, X-ray, and photon); beam-induced

Figure 14. Characterization of the chemical reaction between LPSCl and NCA. (a) Potential curve of NCA charged to 4.3 V in a liquid cell; LNO-
NCA exhibited a similar curve. (b) Schematic of sample mixture preparation. (c) XRD and (d) Raman spectra of each mixture at 4.3 V, compared to
pristine LPSCl. Reproduced with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 15. (a) Interfacial contact between uncoated TM layered oxides and sulfide SE is made by mixing and cold-pressing at >300 MPa. (b)
Thermodynamically favorable and spontaneous chemical reaction occurs (red color) between uncoated TM layered oxides and SE interface over time.
(c) Thicker CEI forms due to faster kinetics of the chemical reaction that occurs between TM layered oxide (at charged state) and SE, along with
electrochemical decomposition of SE. (d) Thin conformal coating layer is applied to prevent chemical reactions; however, (e) an interface is still
formed at the TM layered oxide−SE interface (at the charged state), which arises from electrochemical decomposition, (f) the kinetically stable LLZO
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decomposition could also produce unexpected results. Thus,
proper calibration and optimization of beam dosage and
exposure time should be performed on samples before
performing experiments.
According to DFT, the cathode interfacial chemical reaction is

negligible for oxide-based SEs, but experimentally, it has been
shown to be significant. Because of low elasticity and a lower
surface energy (high crystallinity as well as having both ionic and
covalent bond characteristics with a high bond dissociation
energy), it is very difficult to form intimate contact between
oxide SEs and an oxide cathode by merely hand mixing and
pressing at RT (Figure 15f). Thus, high temperature (>700 °C)
annealing is required to improve interfacial contact. However,
such temperatures can initiate unwanted chemical reactions that
can yield ion-blocking or electron-blocking layers that result in a

high cathodic charge transfer resistance (Figure 15g).88 Ogumi
et al. performed CV on Li/LLZO/LCO thin films and observed
broadened oxidation peaks of LCO, which is markedly different
than typical LCO behavior with conventional LEs.89 The poor
performance is believed to originate from a chemical reaction at
the interface; qualitatively, the color of LCO changed after
annealing. Through TEM analysis using nanobeam diffraction,
they identified the crystalline La2CoO3 phase at the interface
which was predicted to be one of the major interfacial
components through DFT calculations. Similar TEM observa-
tions of elemental diffusion across the interface were also found
by Goodenough et al. in the mixed LCO/Al-doped LLZO
cathode.90 TOF-SIMS studies found that most of the elements
(La, Zr, and Co) diffuse across ∼10 nm at the interface whereas
Al diffuses everywhere. Such Al migration could cause a phase

Figure 15. continued

and LCO interface generates many interfacial gaps, (g) interfacial contacts are improved between LLZO and LCO by heating at high temperature, but
severe chemical reactions occur at high temperature, generating unwanted side products at the interface. (h) Coating layer is applied on the LCO
surface; (i) chemical reaction is mitigated for coated LCO when heated with LLZO.

Figure 16. (a) XRD patterns of an LLZO pellet, LCO deposited on LLZO, and LCO−LLZO heated at 500 °C with the corresponding phases. FIB-
milled sample of the LCO and LLZO interface (b) before and (c) after annealing with the corresponding EDX line scans (of Co, La, and Zr). Co, La,
and Zr were shown to diffuse after annealing. Reproduced with permission from ref 91. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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transition from cubic LLZO to tetragonal LLZO, which has a
much lower ionic conductivity (10−7 S/cm). Thus, the presence
of tetragonal LLZO can also increase the interfacial charge
transfer resistance, hindering cycling performance.90

Although plenty of studies have been carried out on the
LCO−LLZO interface, quantitative analysis remains minimal.
Specifically, quantitative diffusion and phase transformation
analyses can help to better design experiments to minimize
interfacial resistance. For example, Vardar et al. explored the
effect of annealing temperature and gas environments on the
interface of a thin layer (<100 nm) of LCO deposited on top of a
LLZO pellet.91 The potential interfacial products were
investigated with XPS, XRD, TEM, and XAS. The results
show that the interfacial thickness is ∼20 nm for an annealing
temperature of 250 °C and 100 nm for 500 °C. Li2ZrO7,
LaCoO3, and Li2CO3 were all found at the interface (using high-
quality synchrotron XRD (Figure 16a)), resulting from
interdiffusion of La and Co at high temperatures and the
surface reacting with CO2. Nevertheless, the Li2CO3 impurity
was removed when the sample was heat-treated in an oxygen
environment at 350 °C. Further interdiffusion was also verified
by Vardar et al. where they found interdiffusion of Co, La, and Zr
across the interface (via EDX line scan) after annealing the
LLZO−LCO composite at 500 °C, though no interfacial
elemental distribution was found without annealing.91 These
results indicate that optimizing the synthesis of SEs is essential to
minimize the formation of impurities and thus reduce the
interfacial resistance.
4.1.3. Space Charge Layer. The poor rate performance of

ASSBs was also speculated to be due to a space charge effect at
the cathode−SE interface. Both AIMD simulations and DFT
calculations reveal that a space charge layer is expected to form

when an oxide cathode is in contact with a sulfide SE.92,93 As
sulfides are more prone to oxidation than oxides, electrons can
easily migrate from the sulfide SEs to the charged cathode.94 In
principle, Li ions will move away from this region to balance the
charge, either toward the charged cathode by self-diffusion, or
toward the anode under an applied charging voltage. Regardless,
the end result is a Li-ion depletion layer. Experimentally, the
existence of the space charge layer was hypothesized due to the
observation of an additional oxidation slope in ASSBs during
charging; if the depletion layer grew large enough to reach an
electrode potential equal to that of the cathode, Li ions would
then deintercalate from the cathode. Takada and Ohta et al.
ascribed the limited rate performance of ASSBs to the formation
of a space charge layer, which is closely related to vacancy
formation and defect chemistry at the interface.9,82,95,96 In other
words, a localized electrostatic potential is produced at the
cathode−SE interface, reducing the chemical potential at the SE
interface, which ultimately results in a lower concentration of Li
ions on the electrolyte side of the cathode−SE interface
(compared to bulk SE). This suppresses Li-ion conduction
across the interface.
Unfortunately, there has been no direct experimental

observation of the space charge layer at the SE-oxide cathode
interface, though experimental measurements have been
attempted with LiPON and LiCoO2. Such measurements
employed an in situ Kelvin probe and electron holography
experiments to measure the electrical potential distribution
across the interface and Li depletion region.97,98 Applying such
techniques on thin film systems could elucidate the space charge
layer phenomenon in ASSBs. While these proposed techniques
can probe the local electrostatic potential across the interface,

Figure 17.Necessary criteria for an effective cathode coating for ASSBs. Reproduced with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.
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the depletion layer has only been explained through numerical
simulations so far.
4.1.4. Protective Coating Layer. Applying a conformal

and chemically inert coating has proven to be effective at
preventing chemical reactions between cathode materials and
SEs, reducing the space charge layer effect, and lowering the
interfacial resistance. For example, the addition of a LiNbO3
layer (2 wt % Li-ion conductive and amorphous) on NCA
drastically improves the CE and discharge capacity, reflected in
not only lower cathodic charge transfer impedance,51 but also in
stable impedance values over long durations (Figure 13c−e).
Similar results were observed for LTO-coated LCO; the cathode
resistance decreased from 900 to 20 Ω.51,82 In addition, the
sloping nature at the initial state of charge, indicative of SE
decomposition, is reduced, and as a result, there is a dramatic
improvement in power density. A schematic of the effects of a
coating layer on cathode particles on minimizing chemical and
electrochemical reaction at the discharged and charged states
was shown in Figure 15a, d, and e. It is important to note that the
coating generates two new interfaces: (i) cathode-coating layer
and (ii) SE-coating layer.
A suitable coating layer for ASSBs must have the following

properties:

(1) Phase stability. The phase stability of coating materials is
measured by the Ehull (in eV/atom); a lower Ehull means
the coating is more thermodynamically stable. Figure 17
shows DFT calculations of phase stability for several
coating materials.51,99−101

(2) Chemical compatibility. Chemical compatibility of coat-
ingmaterials with both the cathode and SE is measured by
the decomposition energy in a pseudo binary phase
diagram. Figure 17 shows a list of decomposition energies
of coating materials (with NCA cathode and LPSCl SE).
Typically, the coating materials are oxides due to a
negligible or even zero decomposition energy. As shown

in Figure 13a (with LPSCl), LiPON, LiAlO2, and Li2SiO3
are the most stable whereas LNO, LTO, and LLZO are
comparatively less stable.51 Figure 17 shows the pseudo
binary phase diagram of LNO−LPSCl and NCA−LPSCl
for different compositions, and the decomposition energy
for LNO−LPSCl is lower than for NCA−LPSCl.

(3) Electrochemical stability. A suitable coating material
should be electrochemically stable within the operating
voltage range of the cathodes. Thus, the transition metal
redox band should be well-separated from the oxygen 2p
band of the coating layer to avoid redox activity.
Unfortunately, most of the oxide-based coating materials
are not stable at voltages greater than 4 V versus Li/Li+ as
O2−/O2 redox will take place.30,101 Thus, the most
promising coating materials are fluorine-based as F−/F2
redox happens at very high voltages (LiAlF4 is stable at
voltages up to 5.7 ± 0.7 V vs Li+/Li),102 which means it
can show stable cycling with 4.5 V NMC.

(4) Conductivity. An ionically conductive coating layer
enables the transport of Li ions across the coating layer,
which improves the rate performance of ASSBs. Rc, the
diffusion channel radius (in Å), is an indicator of ionic
diffusivity; generally, a larger Rc results in faster diffusion
of Li ions through the coating (Figure 13a). Li2O−SiO2-
coated cathodes and Li3BO3−Li2CO3 coated cathodes
outperform the single-coated (with SiO2 and Li3BO3)
counterparts due to the higher ionic conductivity.103 The
electronic bandgap (Eg, in eV) is related to electronic
conductivity; lower bandgap materials usually have high
RT electronic conductivity. Highly electronically con-
ductive coatings promote electrochemical decomposition
of SEs (especially with sulfides that decompose at very low
voltages), which results in increased cathode impedance.
Thus, large band gap materials with high Li-ion
conductivity are necessary to achieve better performance.

Figure 18. (a) Pseudobinary phase diagram of NCA−LPSCl and LNO−LPSCl. Reproduced with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society. (b) Increasing thickness of LTO coating reduces the impedance and initial charging slope of LCO; the initial slope is hypothesized
to be due to the space charge effect. Samples 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, and 30 corresponding to the LTO thickness in nm. (c) Voltage profiles illustrating the
initial charging slope for the different LTO coating samples on LCO. Reproduced with permission from ref 83. 2006 Wiley-VCH Verlag.
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However, a balance must be struck as poor electronic
conductivity of the coating would also block electronic
pathways, hindering the rate performance of ASSBs.99

(5) Mechanical property. Cathode volume changes will
induce strain on the coating layer. Similar to the
mechanical property of the electrolyte, the elasticity of

the coating layer is important to accommodate the strain,
that is, plastic deformation without cracking. Usually a
volume change of 10% and 30% (of the cathode)
produces 1% and 10% strain, respectively, within the
coating layer. LNO, the most common coating, is known
for its high stiffness and is expected to form cracks rather

Figure 19. (a) High-resolution HAADF-STEM image of a pristine LNO-coated LiCoO2 particle and (b) cycled (100 cycles) LNO-coated LCO
particle ([211] zone axis) with the corresponding EELS line scan (bottom). For the pristine sample, no Co signal is seen in the LNO layer, indicating
that no significant Co diffusion from the bulk LiCoO2 into LNO occurs during the coating process. After 100 cycles, significant Co signal is observed in
the LNO layer, signifying Co diffusion with cycling. (c) XPS spectra of the S 2p, P 2p, and Ge 3d regions were collected for pristine LGPS, pristine c-
LiCoO2/LGPS mixtures (stored for 3 months before measurement), and the cathode material after the first charge, 10th charge, and 100th charge,
respectively. The new peaks that arose at higher binding energies indicate the oxidation of LGPS; the peak intensity increases as cycling proceeds,
signifying that oxidation continues with cycling. Reproduced with permission from ref 127. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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than deform plastically.104−106 Any cracks in the coating
will make the cathode come into direct contact with SE,
which will facilitate both chemical and electrochemical
decomposition of the SE, degrading the battery perform-
ance. Amorphous coatings are beneficial as they can more
easily deform elastically (compared to crystalline coat-
ings) during the charge−discharge process.

Similar to the sulfide-based SEs, the interface between LCO
and oxide-based SEs can be greatly improved by adding a thin
coating layer before annealing. For example, interfacial
resistance decreased from 2600 Ω/cm2 to 150 Ω/cm2 after
the addition of a thin Nb layer in between LCO and
LLZO.107,108 In addition, CV on this setup shows sharp
oxidation and reduction peaks with low polarization and high
rate performance, similar to CV scans with LCO and LE. During
heat treatment, Nb oxidizes to amorphous (or at most poorly
crystalline) LiNbO3 or Li3Nb4O6 via Li diffusion from LLZO to
Nb. Amorphous LiNbO3 or Li3Nb4O6 is known for its Li ion
conductivity (10−6 S/cm at RT), which allows the transport of Li
without significant resistance. The Nb layer also reduces the
interfacial diffusion length from 100 to 20 nm which results in
improved rate performance.107 Another Li-ion conductive layer,
Li3BO3 (LBO) was employed on LCO which avoids direct
contact between LCO and LLZO, preventing chemical diffusion
across LCO and LLZO.109 The addition of LBO improved the
capacity and CE from 35 mAh/g and 54% to 80 mAh/g and
84%, respectively. As another example, the addition of NbO2
lowered the interfacial contact resistance between LATP and
LCO by mitigating the irreversible phase change of LCO to
Co3O4.

110

The aforementioned coatings are also believed to eliminate
the space charge layer. For example, Ohta et al. found that
coating Li4Ti5O12 on LCO reduces the extra slope that
originates before charging, which is believed to be due to
space charge layer formation.83 With thiophosphate LPS and a
certain thickness of LTO, the slope can be eliminated (Figure
18b).83 The effect is also realized in impedance measurements
and rate performance testing, as reducing this sloping capacity is
directly reflected by a lowered LCO/LPS impedance (Figure
18c). However, aside from eliminating the space charge layer,
there could be other explanations such as potentially slowed SE
decomposition kinetics due to the electronically insulating
coating on the LCO cathode (which has relatively higher
electronic conduction), and as a result, the oxidation slope
region of the SE decreases. However, these interpretations are
still based on hypotheses as there is no direct clear evidence for
such explanations.
Both binary and ternary coating materials have been applied

on cathode materials to protect the interface, such as ZrO2,
Al2O3, and SiO2.

86,111−114 Although they function as a
chemically resistive layer, they do not have any ionic charge
carriers to aid in interfacial ionic diffusion, so they need to be
activated during cycling. In ASSBs, methods to activate the
coating layer with charge carriers include: (i) electrochemical
lithiation during charge/discharge processes, (ii) diffusion of Li
from cathode to the coating layer during heat treatment (when
fabricating the electrode), and (iii) surface impurities on the
cathode, such as LiOH, Li3CO3, and Li2O could react with
coating materials.
Ternary oxides including Li2SiO3, Li4Ti5O12 (LTO), LiTaO3,

LiAlO2, Li2O-ZrO2, and LiNbO3, are the most commonly used
coating materials.114−122 All of these are chemically and
electrochemically stable, yielding better cycling performance

with high-voltage cathodes. Although the electrochemical
stability of these oxide materials is limited to 4 V, their low
electronic conductivity (which leads to sluggish kinetics), may
result in long cycle life without any significant capacity decay.
LTO, LiAlO2, and Li2SiO3 are known for the high ionic mobility
of Li ions; Sakuda et al. showed that Li2SiO3 works better than
SiO2 (for high discharge capacity), signifying the importance of
having charge carriers in the coating layer.117 Similarly,
amorphous LNO, a common coating material, has an ionic
conductivity of 10−5 S/cm whereas crystalline LNO has an ionic
conductivity of 10−11 S/cm.
Besides oxides, phosphate-based materials (in the NASICON

family) have also been applied as protective coatings since they
have high ionic mobility and thermodynamic stability with SEs
and cathode materials.123,124 Another potential type of coating
material include halide-based SEs such as Li3InCl6 and Li3YCl6
since recently they were found to be stable with LCO.48,125,126

Chloride-based SEs have shown significant electrochemical
stability (4.2 V vs Li/Li+) compared with other oxide-based
coatingmaterials. However, considering 5 V cathodes such as Li-
rich layered oxides or spinel cathodes, coatings with even higher
oxidation stability are required; in this case, fluoride-based SEs
may be considered.

4.1.5. Long-Term Cycling Stability of Coating Layer.
Without a coating layer, the thickness of a reactive interface layer
can increase as cycling proceeds whereas a coated interface
would not. This was shown through electrochemical cycling and
impedance analysis. For example, a 0.7 wt % ZrO2-coated NMC
cell delivers a capacity of 120 mAh/g with 95% capacity
retention while bare NMC exhibits a relatively lower capacity of
110 mAh/g with <30% capacity retention after 50 cycles.115

Impedance analysis showed that the impedance of bare NMC
increases from 600 to 1550 Ω/cm2 while there is negligible
change for the ZrO2-coated cathodes.
Although coatings can improve cycle life, degradation can still

occur, which can be a result of a chemical reaction or mechanical
deformation of the coating layer. Even if a coating layer has
negligible decomposition energy or sluggish chemical reactivity
with SE and cathode, sluggish reactions can be pronounced over
time after prolonged cycling. Woo et al. performed HAADF
TEM imaging (with EDX line scanning) of LCO (after 33 cycles
with LGPS) and found that the distribution of Co at the
interface is greatly suppressed (from 35 to 17 nm) by the
addition of 45 layers of Al2O3 (via ALD), though not completely
suppressed.82 Povey et al. showed that Al in Al2O3 diffuses into
LCO after prolonged cycling. Additionally, Zhang et al.
observed Co in the LNO layer (after 100 cycles) by EELS line
scan (Figure 19a,b).127 Co migration degrades LCO and the
performance of the ASSB bymaking a local LCO interface with a
Co-deficient phase. Similar observations were noticed by XPS,
where new peaks appeared after 100 cycles belonging to Co−S,
polysulfides (−S0−), sulfite, and sulfate species for the LNO-
coated LCO sample (Figure 19c).127 Other evidence also
demonstrates the continuous degradation of the coating layer
and the formation of byproducts, though notably to a lesser
degree than uncoated samples.128

One possible explanation for the continued CEI growth over
prolonged cycling is based on the mechanical behavior of the
coating layer and the CEI during volume changes associated
with the formation of the CEI and cathode materials. Negative
volume changes would generate voids at the interface whereas
positive volume changes would induce stress into the electrodes.
In addition, there is periodic stress with cycling, due to reversible
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volume changes of the cathode during lithiation and delithiation.
Such stresses and voids may result in cracks, which can deform
and expose the fresh SE to the cathode surface. This will initiate
chemical and electrochemical decomposition and further
increase the cathodic charge transfer resistance.

4.2. Mechanical Properties of SE

The mechanical properties of the SE are crucial with regards to
the fabrication and performance of ASSBs. For example,
electrode composites in ASSBs undergo high-temperature heat

treatment or experience external pressure which deforms the
electrode materials. However, the SE does not undergo volume
change during cycling unless it participates in chemical or
electrochemical decomposition. Lithiation/delithation-induced
phase transition, accompanied by volume change, leads to
internal and external stress in the electrode and electrolyte. Such
stress generates microcracks, lattice dislocations, and defects in
the electrode as well as the electrode−SE interface. The extent of
volume change of electrodes depends on the constituent phases
and the operating voltage; intercalation materials undergo less

Figure 20. Schematic of mechanical changes that occur after ASSB cycling. (a) Operando monitoring of pressure change in ASSBs during charge/
discharge and the corresponding pressure change for (a) LCO and (b)NMC811, where a positive volume change (expansion) and increase in pressure
was noticed for LCO and a negative volume change (contraction) and decrease in pressure was noticed for NMC811. Reproduced with permission
from ref 145. Copyright 2018 The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) SEM image of the NMC811−Li3PS4 interface before cycling. Reproduced with
permission from ref 75. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (d) SEM images of focused ion beam-milled cross section of NCA and Li6PS5Cl
interface before and after 50 cycles where intramolecular cracks were observed. (e) Observed low first cycle CE of a NMC−Li3PS4 ASSB, compared
with carbonate-based LE. Reproduced with permission from ref 76. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (f) Nano-CT of Sn anode cycling
with glassy LPS SE and CT of the full solid-state pellet before and after cycling. Reproduced with permission from ref 148. Copyright 2019Wiley-VCH
Verlag.
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volume change (less than 10%) whereas conversion or alloying
electrodes experience significant volume change (50−400%)
during cycling.129−132 Thus, mechanical compatibility in
alloying/conversion materials is of significant importance.133,134

Deformability is an essential aspect as it directly translates to
the ability of the SEs to be densified. Typically, oxide-based SEs
are very stiff and need high-temperature annealing to reduce the
number of grain boundaries.14 High-temperature annealing is
energy intensive and not cost-effective; in addition, as stated
before, it may cause undesirable side reactions with electrode
materials. On the other hand, glass or ceramic sulfide-based SEs
are more malleable and thus can be densified at RT by simple
cold-pressing. From a mechanical and processing perspective,
this makes them more promising in terms of generating a
favorable interface with electrode materials.
The mechanism behind densification of SEs involves the

diffusion of atoms and polyhedra; fast diffusion helps to easily
merge grain boundaries. For Li2S:P2S5-based SEs, Li-ions and
PS4

3− polyhedra can diffuse along the grain boundaries and fill
the voids between the particles (provided that pressure is
applied). This diffusion capability is based on the bond species
and bond strength within the SE structure. Oxide-based glassy
SEs (75% Li2O:25% P2O5) are 2 orders of magnitude less
deformable compared with the analogous sulfide glass (75%
Li2S:25% P2S5), due to the higher bond strength of Li−O and
P−O bonds compared to Li−S and P−S bonds.135,136 It is very
interesting to note that the 75Na2S:25P2S5 glass has better
deformability than 75Li2S:25P2S5; due to the larger size of the
Na ion compared with Li, the interactions between Na+ and
PS4

3− are weaker, leading to faster diffusion of PS4
3− into the

particle boundaries.137 In general, materials having weak bond
energies usually have lower glass transition temperatures and
melting points. As Li2S content increases in the Li2S:P2S5 glass,
the deformability decreases, shifting the glass transition
temperature to a higher value, indicative of an increase in
internal bond energy (Li2S has an ionic bond nature while P2S5 is
covalent).136 Increasing the ionic nature of the electrolyte
increases the bond energy which makes it stiffer, and as a result,
the degrees of translational and rotational motion in the crystal
are reduced. The deformability of SEs also depends on the
crystallinity of the materials; a glassy structure has a high molar
volume with isolated structures which helps for better diffusion
and densification.
Another important property is the elastic modulus since

volume changes occur during the charge−discharge process in
ASSBs; repeated structural and volume changes experienced by
electrodes during cycling can induce mechanical stress on SEs. If
a SE has a high Young’s Modulus, the SE cannot readily
accommodate the induced stress and as a result, cracks can form
at the interface. These cracks will lead to the increased interfacial
contact resistance due to the reduced contact area between the
electrode and electrolyte, which will slow reaction kinetics, lower
the CE, and hinder rate performance. Typically, the Young’s
modulus of sulfide-based SEs is 18−25 GPa (1 order of
magnitude lower than oxide-based SEs, 160−180 GPa). Such
values can allow the SE to easily accommodate the stresses
induced from cathode volume changes.130,137−140

The Young’s modulus of the SE depends on its composition.
As mentioned previously, increasing Li2S content in Li2S:P2S5
glasses increases the ionic bonding property of the SE, which in
turn increases the Young’s modulus (but will compromise the
ionic conductivity).140 It is important to note that these two are
not always opposing effects; halide incorporation into LPS glass

can reduce the Young’s modulus of LPS while synergistically
enhancing the ionic conductivity. The incorporation of iodine
lowers the bond strength without changing the local
coordination environment of PS4, which translates into a
lowered glass transition temperature and Young’s modulus. Kato
et al. showed that a ASSB with a Si anode and 70-
(0.5Li2S:0.5P2S5):30LiI glass SE exhibited 10% higher capacity,
higher first cycle CE and better cyclic stability over 20 cycles
than with 75Li2S:25P2S5 glass, even though they possess similar
ionic conductivity (2.2 × 10−4 S/cm). The addition of LiI led to
a decrease in the Young’s modulus (of Li2S−P2S5 glass) from 23
to 19 GPa resulting in better deformability and thus increased
stress accommodation, enabling longer cycling.140−142

During cycling, dynamic stresses/strain leading to the
formation of cracks/voids inside electrodes, SE, and elec-
trode−SE interface are difficult to study quantitatively due to the
buried nature of the interface. Koerver et al. showed that
uncoated NMC-based ASSBs (with β-Li3PS4 SE) had a low first
cycle CE of 70.5% compared with LE (85.9%) (Figure 20g). The
low CE originates from chemical/electrochemical reactions
occurring at the cathode−SE interface along with contact loss
between the cathode and electrolyte during the first cycle.75 Yu
et al. demonstrated that merely retightening the cell cannot
recover the capacity due to permanent delamination and contact
loss between the cathode particles and SE.143

Koerver et al. correlated the volume change of active materials
with different applied pressure using operando pressure
monitoring of ASSBs.144 By selecting particular anode or
cathodematerials, the degree of volume change can bemeasured
and compared. For example, when LTO was used as an anode,
which experiences almost zero volume change and induces
minimal stress, any pressure changes can thus only originate
from the volume change of cathode particles.144 For example,
cells with a LCO cathode and LTO anode experienced
significant stress (+0.6 MPa) because the unit cell volume
increases for LCO upon delithation. The reverse trend happens
for the NMC/LTP-based ASSB as NMC811 shrinks during
charging. Fortunately, the stress is relieved and reverts to the
original state during discharging, which is beneficial for long-
term cycling of the ASSBs. However, long-term cycling can still
produce interfacial gaps between the cathode and SE (NMC/
LPS, Figure 20c,d), which irreversibly increases interfacial
charge transfer resistance and yields poor cycle life. In addition
to the electrode material selection, operating stack pressure of
ASSBs affects the performance during volume change.144

Koerver et al. demonstrated an ASSB comprising of LCO and
In metal (both of them have positive volume change) with a
poor capacity of 11.4 mAh/g, a low first cycle CE of 77.4%
(usually close to 90%), and low cyclic performance when no
stack pressure was applied.145 As seen by X-ray tomography,
bending generated cracks at the edge of the charged (non-
pressurized) ASSB, revealing the importance of external
confinement (which evenly distributes pressure), to maintain
the contact required for ionic and electrical conductivity
between particles.146,147

X-ray tomography is a nondestructive and useful technique to
observe in situ and ex situ changes in ASSBs. Wu et al. studied
operando lithiation/delithiation dynamics of Sn particles with
LPS SE including interfacial crack formation and propaga-
tion.148 The difference in X-ray attenuation (due to different
densities) helped to distinguish between Sn, lithiated Sn, LPS,
and voids/cracks (Figure 20f). Using this technique, they made
a few observations: (i) anisotropic expansion and contraction
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happens during lithiation and delithiation of Sn and some
lithiated Sn becomes electrochemically disconnected, meaning
it can no longer participate in the redox process, (ii) there is
preferential interfacial crack formation and propagation through
the bulk of the LPS SE which could be due to more compressive
stresses at the interface, (iii) permanent cracks are present at the
Sn−LPS interface after full delithation which explains the low
first cycle CE and poor capacity retention, and (iv) cracks in LPS
that originate from volume expansion of Sn particles almost
completely disappear after full delithation, which could be due to
the adequate elasticity of LPS to accommodate the volume
change (8%) of the working composite electrode.149

Thus, the choice of cathode and anode materials for
accommodating the mechanical stress created during cycling is
essential for good ASSB cycling performance. The detailed
schematic was shown in Figure 20a−c. In summary, there are a
few possible ways to accommodate the induced stress such as
(1) using a soft polymeric binder as a buffer material, (2) using a
negative volume change material as the cathode and a positive
volume change material as the anode (e.g., NMC811 as the
cathode and graphite as the anode) and vice versa (Figure 21d−
f), (3) using combinations of cathodes (or anodes) with both
positive and negative volume change where the total positive
volume change is compensated by equal total negative volume

Figure 21. Schematic of mechanical changes that occur after ASSB cycling. (a) An electrode-SE interface develops if the SE is not fully dense and the
electrode is not conformally covered with SE after cold pressing. (b) cathodes that experience positive volume change, such as LCO (up to 4.4 V),
expand during charge which can fill cathode−SE and SE−SE gaps (reducing porosity), which induces stress into the SE that can possibly propagate
through to the anode. (c) A negative volume change material such as NMC shrinks during charging which generates more gaps and increases electrode
porosity. (d) A typical ASSB with cathode, anode, and SE at the discharged state. (e) An ASSB constructed where △V Cathode < 0, △V Anode > 0; the
negative volume change of NMC is compensated by positive volume change of anode. (f) △V Cathode > 0, △V Anode < 0 where the positive volume
change of LCO is compensated by the negative volume change of anode (g) △V Cathode‑I > 0, △V Cathode‑II < 0 △V Anode‑I < 0, △V Anode‑II > 0, a
combination of cathodes (and anodes) where positive volume change of one cathode (anode) is compensated with one negative volume change of
another cathode (anode). (h) Cathode and anode materials with negligible or no volume change after charging.
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change (Figure 21g), and (4) using electrodes with minimal or
no volume change such as LTO or NMC532 (Figure 21h).
The mechanical properties of the SEI/CEI also have a large

impact on ASSB cycling performance. The net volume change
after formation of the SEI/CEI influences the interface structure.
For example, NPS exhibits net positive volume change with Ni,
Mn, and Co-based layered oxides, but has large negative volume
change with Fe-based polyanionic cathodes such as NaFePO4

and NaFePO4F.
76 Positive volume change creates additional

stress on the cathode particles and SE whereas negative volume
change is expected to generate voids at the interface (Figure
12).76 The mechanical properties of the CEI/SEI depend on
their morphology, microstructure, and chemical composition.
Currently, characterization to both qualitatively and quantita-
tively evaluate the mechanical properties of the CEI/SEI have
not been carried out. This is because isolating such an interface is

Figure 22. (a) Li2S−Li6PS5Br composites were made by high-energy ball milling. Solid-state two-dimensional (2D) 7Li−7Li exchange spectra (2D-
EXSY)measured at a 7Li resonance frequency of 155.506MHzwith a spinning speed of 20 kHz for short (100 μs) to longmixing times (100ms) at RT
for different mixtures. Off-diagonal cross-peak intensity was observed only for mixtures III at tmix = 10 ms, was most pronounced at tmix = 100 ms, and
represents Li-ion exchange from Li2S to Li6PS5Br and vice versa.

171 (b) Ball-milling synthesis of a Li2S−LiI solid solution and an all-solid-state Li−S
battery operating at 25 °C with this Li2S−LiI solid solution. Reproduced with permission from ref 174. Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH Verlag.
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nontrivial. While in situ techniques are extensively used for LE
battery interface characterization, applying such techniques in
ASSBs is complex, and new, innovative approaches are needed
to successfully carry out such characterization.
Finite element modeling was also employed to investigate the

mechanical behavior at the interfaces.150,151 Kinetic Monte
Carlo was employed by Mukherjee et al. where they found that
high-surface-area cathode particles reduce compressive stresses
within the particles during lithiation and enhance electronic
conduction pathways.152−154 This result is good agreement with
experimental observations by Strauss et al. where NMC with a
smaller particle size exhibited better electrochemical perform-
ance than larger particles. Bucci et al. employed a cohesive zone
model to simulate the damage evolution of cathode composites;
fracture was prevented when the expansion of electrode particles
is lower than 7.5% (on par for most Li-intercalating compounds)
and the solid electrolyte’s fracture energy is higher than 4 J/
m2

.
150 These results indicate that although sulfide-based SEs are

easily deformed to accommodate the volume change of the
cathode, their low fracture energy (2.8± 1.8 J/m2 for LPS glass)
makes crack formation and propagation easier than oxide-based
SEs. The results also indicate that alloying materials with high
volume expansion (>50%) are suspected to generate more
cracks than intercalation-based oxide cathodes.

4.3. SE−S (Li2S) Interface

A Li−S battery comprising a Li-metal anode and S cathode is
regarded as one of the most promising next-generation battery
technologies as it consists of materials that are earth abundant,
low cost, environmentally friendly, and can achieve a high
theoretical specific capacity (1675 mAh/g). However, the Li−S
battery system suffers from polysulfide (Li2Sn, n = 3−8)
dissolution and shuttling in conventional LEs, result in a lower
energy efficiency and limited cycle life.155,156 All-solid-state Li−
S batteries are believed to eliminate the Li-polysulfide redox
shuttle problem that has plagued conventional liquid Li−S
battery systems for the past few decades. Additionally,
passivating interfaces formed between SEs and metallic Li
prevents continuous SEI formation which is the cause of the
eventual consumption and depletion of LEs in conventional Li−
S chemistries.157−159

There are four key challenges for all-solid-state Li−S batteries
(Figure 17): (i) poor kinetics, (ii) low cathode capacity and
utilization, (iii) low active loading in cathode composites, and
(iv) Li metal dendrite growth.160,161 Most of these problems are
associated with interfacial charge (both ion and electron)
transfer kinetics of S (or Li2S) and SE. Compared with layered
oxide cathodes, S/Li2S cathodes have their own advantages and
disadvantages. For example, Ceder et al. showed zero reaction
energy between Li2S and all of the sulfide-based SEs, making an
extra protective coating layer unnecessary. Additionally, a
nonreactive S−SE interface allows relatively more harsh
processing conditions (brought upon by high-energy ball
milling or high-temperature treatment) to make the cathode
composite mixture (these methods are not recommended for
layered cathodes). However, the S cathode experiences 80%
volume expansion after full lithiation (<10% for layered oxide
cathodes),162−164 resulting in stress/strain generation, contact
loss, low CE, low utilization of materials, and poor cyclic
performance. Moreover, the S cathode is known for its very poor
electronic and ionic conductivity (several orders of magnitude
less than conventional oxide cathodes). Hence, large amounts of
carbon and SE are required to synthesize cathode composites,

which compromises the active material weight percentage and
areal loading capacity. Multiple synthesis methods were
explored to engineer the interface to gain new fundamental
knowledge of the interface to enable performance improvements
in ASSBs.
One suitable method to mitigate the interfacial issue is to

reduce the particle size of S, Li2S, and the SE by using high-
energy ball milling, which will enhance the contact area between
S/SE and S/carbon, decrease the diffusion length of Li, and
improve charge transfer dynamics at the interface. To this end,
Choi et al. compared three kinds of S, conductive carbon, and
Li2S−P2S5 composites made by handmixing (using amortar and
pestle), ball milling, and secondary high-energy ball milling,
respectively.161,165−167 Secondary high-energy ball milled
composites had the smallest particle size and the highest
utilization of S cathode. Nagao et al. and Tatsumisago et al.
performed ball milling at 155 °C where S (low-viscosity) mills
into an ultrasmall particle size (<50 nm) and achieved a high
capacity (1200 mAh/g) with full capacity retention after 40
cycles.168,169 Suzuki et al. synthesized the S cathode in a liquid
phase which increased the capacity to 2000 mAh/g and the cell
had 75% capacity retention after 50 cycles.72 Ultrafine particles
(1−10 nm) of S (used to decorate SEs and carbon) was also
made by a gas phase reaction followed by mechanical milling.170

Furthermore, Yu et al. compared the spontaneous Li-ion
transport across the Li2S−Li6PS5Br interface (made by different
milling conditions) by two-dimensional (2D) Li-ion exchange
NMR (Figure 22a).171 Their results show that ball milling is
necessary to achieve faster Li-ion exchange across the interface
and improve the kinetics for high utilization of Li2S cathode.
However, Li-ion interfacial charge transfer resistance increases
from 1.5Ω to 65Ω after cycling due to contact loss, a result from
high volumetric expansion/contraction during the charge and
discharge processes.171,172

Hakari et al. developed Li2S-LiX (X = Cl, Br, and I) solid
solutions using high-energy ball milling which improved the
ionic conductivity of the Li2S electrode 2-fold.

173,174 The solid-
solution composite with Li2S:LiI (80:20 mol %) exhibited the
maximum capacity of >1100 mAh/g (95% of theoretical
capacity) at 0.5 C with extremely high rate performance
(100% capacity retention after 2000 cycles at 2 C) (Figure 22b).
Solution-based synthesis is also an effective way to improve the
interfacial contact between SE and S.175,176 Liang et al. made S-
rich Li-polysulfidophosphate (Li3PS4+n) by dissolving Li3PS4
and S in tetrahydrofuran at RT.177 The obtained polysulfido-
phosphate exhibited an ionic conductivity of 3 × 10−5 S/cm at
RT, which is much higher than the pristine S/Li3PS4 mixture.
The all-solid-state Li−S battery with the polysulfidophosphate
SE had a capacity of 1272 mAh/g at 0.1 C and 100% capacity
retention after 300 cycles. When the operating temperature was
increased to 60 °C, the capacity was further increased to 1400
mAh/g along with extended cyclic stability.
Hayashi et al. added Cu metal into S cathode and improved

the interfacial contact resistance;160,178 the key reason for
improvement is that Cu reacts with S to form the electrochemi-
cally active CuS, enabling better cycling. Additionally, Cu can
help to improve the electronic conductivity at the interface for
faster redox kinetics. ASSBs with the S−Cu cathode composite
(with 80Li2S:20P2S5 glass-ceramic SE) showed excellent
reversible capacity of ∼650 mAh/g (based on the weight of S
and at a current density of 64 μA/cm2) for up to 20 cycles.
In summary, the bottleneck of the all-solid-state Li−S battery

is the high charge transfer resistance of the S−SE interface,
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which is highly dependent on the synthesis method of the SE.
Although tremendous progress has been made over the last few
decades, most of the literature reports high capacity and good
cyclic retention only with relatively low areal loading. To achieve
the goal of 4 mAh/cm2 capacity for a > 400 Wh/kg energy-
density battery pack, a fundamental understanding of interfacial
charge transfer along with novel synthesis methods are
paramount to improve the contact between SE-S and S-carbon.

4.4. Conformal Interface

For a practical high-energy ASSB, the SE amount used in ASSBs
should be as low as possible since they are electrochemically
inactive materials. Conventional hand mixing is insufficient to
achieve intimate conformal contact between the electrode and
SE particles. Although ball milling is much better for mixing, it

can sometimes cause a chemical reaction between materials. To
guarantee intimate contact between the SE and electrode
materials, a high weight (or volume) percentage of SE is used in
the composite, which limits the kinetics and reduces the pack/
cell-level energy density. Unfortunately, synthesis, process-
ability, and environmental sensitivity of most SEs means this
issue is not easily overcome.179

One strategy to achieve a conformal cathode−SE interface
with a low percentage of SE is by using PLD to deposit the SE
onto the cathode surface.180−182 However, the cost and vacuum
requirement of PLD limits its application for large-scale
processability of ASSBs. Alternatively, Jung et al. implemented
a solution process to coat the SE onto the cathode by first
dissolving the SE in a solvent followed by the addition of cathode
materials (Figure 23b).183 The method was applied to

Figure 23. (a) Conventional process to make cathode composites by mixing the cathode and SE either by hand grinding with a mortar and pestle (top
right) or ball milling (top left), (b) Schematic of the solution-processed conformal coating of SE on cathode particles. Reproduced with permission
from ref 183. 2016 Wiley-VCH Verlag. (c) Schematic diagram of dissolving SE, cathode, and polymer all together to synthesize cathode-SE-carbon
composite. Reproduced with permission from ref 176. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (d) Schematic illustrating the infiltration of
conventional LIB composite electrodes with solution-processable SEs. Reproduced with permission from ref 204. Copyright 2017 American Chemical
Society. (e) FIB-milled cross sectional SEM images of NAS-coated and hand-mixed NaCrO2, Cr (from cathode) and Sb (from SE) EDX images of
coated and mixed electrode, respectively, where a more homogeneous and conformal distribution of SE is found for the coated electrode. (f) Charge−
discharge profile and Nyquist plot for the coated and mixed electrode. Reproduced with permission from ref 188. Copyright 2016Wiley-VCH Verlag.
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Li4SnS4:LiI SE; drying at 200 °C resulted in a less-crystalline
material with better deformability and higher conductivity
compared to the crystalline phase produced during high-
temperature processing.183,184 The major advantages of the
solution-processed Li4SnS4:LiI SE coating are (i) the coated
electrode had a lower porosity (7%) compared to conventional
hand-mixed cathodes (12%), (ii) the surface coverage of the
solution-coated LiCoO2 electrode (81%) is 2.6-times higher
than that of the hand-mixed electrode (31%), and (iii) the
cathode charge transfer impedance is reduced by half in the case
of the coated electrode, improving the kinetics (the coated
electrode showed 83.3% of theoretical capacity at 1 C, whereas a
conventional mixing process showed only 46.0%. Similar
observations were made for the Na-based sulfide superionic
conductor Na3SbS4.

185−188 A solution-processed conformal
coating of Na3SbS4 (10

−3 S/cm at RT) on NaCrO2 delivered
the theoretical capacity of NaCrO2 at 0.1 C whereas conven-
tional handmixing showed negligible capacity. Furthermore, the
difference between hand mixing and solution processing is
reflected by an order of magnitude difference in the cathodic
charge transfer resistance (Figure 23f).188 Figure 23e shows the
FIB-milled SEM cross-sectional images of NAS-coated and
NAS-mixed NaCrO2. NAS was found to homogeneously coat
theNaCrO2 with EDX (Cr and Sb), whereas segregation of NAS
(and thus nonuniform mixing) was found for the hand-mixed
electrode.
Solution-processed SE coatings on cathodes are not limited to

SEs containing Sn and Sb.189−191 LPSCl has been used as a
solution-processed (ethanol-based) coating on cathode particles
with moderate ionic conductivity (10−4 S/cm at RT).192−195

Furthermore, high-temperature treatment (550 °C) raises the
conductivity back to the theoretical value (10−3 S/cm).195,196

However, high-temperature treatment can promote chemical
reactions, so optimization of the heating temperature is
necessary to achieve high conductivity without compromising
the chemical stability of the interface and dependent rate
performance of the ASSB. Ethanol-processed LPSCl coatings
were applied to various cathode materials (LCO, NMC, and
NCA)193 where significant improvements in rate performance
were noticed compared with conventional mixing processes.
However, one limitation of solution processing is the difficulty

with incorporating carbon as a conductive additive, since most
carbon materials are insoluble. Han et al. modified the coating
process by using PVP as the carbon source (along with Li2S
cathode and LPSCl dissolved in ethanol) followed by drying
(Figure 23c).176 PVP is carbonized after heating to a relatively
low temperature (300 °C), ensuring a homogeneous coating
and distribution of Li2S, carbon, and LPSCl, resulting in a
reversible capacity of 830 mAh/g (71% utilization of Li2S; at 50
mA/g for 60 cycles at RT even at a high Li2S loading of∼3.6mg/
cm2), much greater than that achieved by conventional hand-
mixed processing.176 Such in situ synthesis of other sulfide-based
SEs (together with the cathode material) was also applied for
several transitionmetal sulfides such as Co9S8, Fe3S4, Fe1−xS, and
MoS2. This type of process is primarily applied for metal sulfides
rather than oxide cathodes because metal sulfides have lower
thermodynamic reaction energies than oxides.197−202 Another
advantage of solution processing is the ability to stabilize highly
ionically conductive metastable phases at relatively low
temperatures, such as β-Li3PS4 (1.6 × 10−4 S/cm at RT).203

The solution process was further modified by Jung et al. as
they used the conventional casting process (cathode on
aluminum foil, outside the glovebox). This was followed by

the addition of LPSCl solution in inert conditions. The solution
infiltrated into the composite to form a homogeneous coating.
Subsequent cold-pressing resulted in a uniform coating,
ultimately not only reducing the SE wt %, but also improving
the kinetics of charge transfer (Figure 23d).204,205 The LPSCl-
infiltrated LiCoO2 and graphite electrodes exhibited capacities
of 141 and 364 mAh/g, respectively, at 0.1 C and 30 °C, which
are much higher than the values achieved with conventional dry-
mixed and slurry-mixed electrodes.204

Very recently, a dry impact-blending process (known as
“hybridizing”) was used for conformal coatings; NCM cathode
and Na2SO4 SE were used as the model compounds.206 SEM
images show the conformal coating of Na2SO4 on NCM, and
cross-sectional SEM images reveal a continuous and homoge-
neous coating with evenly distributed NCM and Na2SO4
throughout the electrode. The advantages of this process are
as follows: it does not use a solvent (which could possibly be
toxic if methanol or hydrazine are used), it is a simpler process
which makes it more cost-effective, and it is material-
independent (can be used with any SE or cathode). However,
this process still needs to be further evaluated via electro-
chemical cell performance and by using a highly conductive solid
electrolyte.
Sun at al. synthesized Li3InCl6 (with a high ionic conductivity

of 10−3 S/cm) by dissolving LiCl and InCl3 into water followed
by heat-treating at 200 °C.125 Such a process shows that halides
can be easily applied as conformal coatings on cathodematerials.
Chloride-based SEs could be very effective in the future
considering their ease of processability, low cost, and low
toxicity. Moreover, chloride-based SEs are stable in air126 and do
not require an additional protective coating layer when using
certain oxide cathodes (see Figure 24).48

4.5. Hybrid Interface

Although a solution-processed coating decreases the electrode−
SE charge transfer resistance, the rate performance of ASSBs is
still limited compared to LE, mainly due to an atomically
nonwetted interface. A wetted interface is only possible through
the chemical reaction between two solid surfaces, but such a
chemical reaction contributes additional interfacial impedance
and thus does not enable good cycling performance. Addition-
ally, the incorporation of binder and conductive carbon also
blocks Li-ion transfer across the interface (Figure 25a). There
are three possible effective strategies to mitigate such a problem
by using additional ion-conducting substances.

1. Adding a few drops of LE is a very effective way to wet the
SE−cathode interface, as the LE fills all the gaps for better
ionic charge transfer across the interface. It was found that
LE is almost essential to wet the LLZO−LCO interface
for ASSB cycling, as there is a high surface energy
mismatch between layered LCO and LLZO. Additionally,
LLZO cannot be solution-processed at low temperatures
to achieve a conformal coating.207 Although it is believed
that all LEs are stable with LLZO, sulfide-based SEs are

Figure 24. Pros and cons of solution-processed coating methods.
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very reactive with LEs (as the high-charge density P5+ is
prone to nucleophilic attack). For example, Yang Oh et al.
have shown that only solvated ionic liquids (IL, made with
triglyme and LiTFSI) is stable with Li3PS4 (Li(G3)-TFSI,
1:1 molar ratio) as bare triglyme or excess triglyme
dissolves and degrades LPS (Figure 25b).208 With
(Li(G3)-TFSI (solvated IL), all of the triglyme molecules
are used to chelate with Li-ion, leaving no free triglyme to
react with LPS. The theoretical capacity of LFP was
realized with the LPS-LiG3(TFSI)-based composite,

whereas barely any capacity was found for only LPS
(Figure 25c).

2. Yang Oh et al. applied a conductive binder comprising
nitrile rubber (NBR) mixed with Li(G3)-TFSI.

209 The
mechanical flexibility of a polymer electrolyte not only
helps as a binder, but it also helps to wet the interface
without blocking Li-ion transfer and can possibly act as a
mechanical buffer layer to accommodate the stress
induced by electrode volume change. The addition of
3.5 wt % conductive binder enhanced the first cycle CE of

Figure 25. (a) Schematic of several solid−solid interfaces in an ASSB that limit Li-ion transfer due to imperfect contact, insulating binder, and
conductive carbon. (b) Structure of glyme and LiG3−TFSI (solvated IL) and schematic of LiG3 drop-cast onto LPS−LFP to wet the interface for
better Li-ion transport accompanied by charge−discharge voltage profiles of LiFePO4/Li−In all-solid-state cells with and without LiG3 at 0.1 C (17
mAg−1) at 30 °C. Reproduced with permission from ref 208. Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH Verlag. (c) Schematic of incorporating an ionically
conductive polymeric binder between the cathode and SE for better ion transport across the interface (compared with an insulating binder that hinders
ionic motion) and first cycle charge−discharge voltage profiles of NCM/Li−In ASSB with and without LiG3-NBR binder at 30 °C at 0.1 C.
Reproduced with permission from ref 209. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH Verlag. (d) Schematic illustration of the formation of an LiF-rich SEI layer
between Li metal and LPS with the addition of 6 M LiFSI/DME. Galvanostatic lithium plating and stripping of Li/LPS/Li and Li-LiF/LPS/LiF-Li
symmetric cells.210
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NCM electrode with a higher discharge capacity than the
bare electrolyte without any binder (Figure 25c).

3. The wettability of SE with Li metal is a very critical
problem, since a nonwetted interface can result in
selective Li metal deposition, which generates hot spots
for dendrite growth, leading to cell failure. Fan et al. have
drop-casted a high molar concentration LE between Li
metal and LPS which instantaneously decomposes to
form a LiF-rich artificial SEI (Figure 25d).210 The LiF-
rich SEI not only fills the gap between Li metal and SE but

also acts as an ionic conductor enabling a homogeneous
flux of Li ions, therefore preventing dendrite growth. This
LiF-rich SEI survives during 2 mA/cm2 plating and
stripping, whereas the interface between bare LPS and Li
metal experiences dendrite growth at an applied current
density of 0.5 mA/cm2 (Figure 25d).

Although the addition of Li-ion conducting substances
enhances the performance of ASSBs, the practicality of such a
process is questionable. For example, (1) SE is already much
denser than LE, so the addition of extra LE could compromise

Figure 26. Electrochemical stability of several SEs. (Red) Thermodynamically favorable decomposition energy (unstable with Li metal), where
reductive decomposition occurs at voltages >0.5 V versus Li/Li+; (green) thermodynamically unfavorable decomposition energy (stable with Li
metal), where there is no decomposition at 0 V; (blue) low decomposition energy (kinetically stable with Li metal) where decomposition occurs close
to 0 V. Reproduced with permission from ref 30. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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the energy density, (2) additional problems associated with the
cathode−LE interface could arise, for example, metal
dissolution, (3) due to the fluidic nature of LE, there is a
possibility of a small amount of LE settling underneath the
battery pack, leaving the top side dry, (4) the long-term
mechanical property of SEI or gel-like SE under stack pressure is
questionable, and (5) fabrication difficulties related to handling
LEs.
Over the last ten years, there have been significant

improvements on cathode−SE interface modifications and
characterization, namely in protective coatings that dramatically
improve electrochemical performance. However, there are still
fundamental questions that need to be answered, such as what
the mechanisms are behind SEI formation, the chemical
composition, and its specific role in ASSBs. Future research
should focus on developing or exploring new characterization
methods for the interface. Thorough electrochemical analyses,
previously established for conventional LE-based cells, should
be conducted to study the ASSBs, such as temperature-
dependent impedance measurements, charge-transfer kinetics,
and impedance measurements at different states of charge. Such
analyses, coupled with collaboration between experimental and

computational work, a necessary to more fully understand ASSB
interfacial phenomena. This will surely bolster current efforts to
screen and design electrode−SE interfaces to better understand
and enable next-generation ASSB technologies.

5. ANODE INTERFACE
One of the reasons behind the growing interest in SEs is the
potential application of the high-capacity Li metal anode, which
would increase the energy density of the ASSB by at least 20%. It
is well-known that Li metal is very electropositive and reactive,
which means it will spontaneously react with most SEs at RT,
forming a SEI. Chemical, mechanical, and electronic properties
of this interphase are crucial for determining the long-term
electrochemical behavior and viability of ASSBs.
5.1. Chemical Reaction

There are three main types of interfaces that exist depending on
the reactivity of the SE with Li metal:37

1. Thermodynamically unstable interface/high decomposi-
tion energy at RT.

2. Kinetically stable SE with very low thermodynamic
decomposition energy.

Figure 27. (a) Binary oxides, such as LiX (X = Cl−, Br−, I−, or F−), Li3P, Li3N etc. are stable with Li metal and exhibit no instantaneous chemical
decomposition, thus forming a stable interface. (b) Solid electrolytes which instantly decompose upon contact with Li metal to form an ionically
conductive interface, which remains stable after formation. (c) SE, which decomposes upon contact with Li metal to form amixed conductive interface,
which grows continuously, eventually resulting in cell shorting. (d) SEs such as LLZO are kinetically stable with Li metal and do not wet with Li metal
due to a surface energy mismatch, which results in interfacial gaps between LLZO and Li metal. (e) Additional lithophilic coatings are applied on
LLZO surface by PLD or ALD followed by (f) heating with Li metal. The lithophilic coating is activated by heating in inert conditions (Argon
atmosphere) where diffusion and chemical reaction between the lithophilic layer and Li metal occurs to form a stable, ionically conductive interface.
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3. Thermodynamically stable interface with no decom-
position energy.

Most binary ionic conductors are chemically stable with Li
metal as no decomposition occurs at 0 V (Figure 26, green bars).
For the ternary and quaternary ionic conductors, the stability
against Li metal depends on the formation energy of their
corresponding binary decomposition products. For example,
Li6PS5Cl decomposes to form Li2S, Li3P, and LiCl (with a
negative or favorable formation energy). The anodic stability of
such conductors increases as the electronegativity of their anions
increases. For example, the average stability of ionic conductors
(against Li metal) is higher for fluorides compared to chlorides,
and higher for chlorides compared to bromides. There is another
kind of SE which is kinetically stable with Li (Figure 26, blue
bars), which will be discussed in more detail later in this section.

Depending on the reactivity with Li metal and the properties
of the SEI, the interface can be categorized into three types
(Figure 27). (1) A chemically stable interface with no SEI layer,
allowing efficient Li-ion transfer from Li metal to SE (Figure
27a). (2) An ionically conductive but electronically insulating
interphase, where at least one of the SEI components is ionically
conductive and is stable once formed (Figure 27b). (3) A mixed
conducting interface where both ionically and electronically
conductive materials are present. This interface is not stable and
will continue to grow during cycling, which means the interfacial
resistance will continue to increase (Figure 27c).
The highly ionically conductive LGPS SE was found to

decompose when in contact with Li metal, because the SE has a
favorable decomposition energy of energy of −1.2 eV/atom.11

The products at the interface were predicted to be Li2S (an
insulator), Li3P (an ionic conductor), and Li−Ge alloys

Figure 28. (a) Experimental setup for in situXPSmeasurements of the interaction between LGPS with evaporated Li. (b) Impedance of the Li/LGPS/
Li symmetric cell, which shows impedance increasing with time. (c) S 2p, P 2p, and Ga 3d XPS spectra of a Li10GeP2S12 sample as the amount of
deposited Li metal increases (from top to bottom). The formation of new species is colored and labeled, showing the decomposition of the original SE
phase to form Li3P, Li2S, and LiGe alloy. The decomposition proceeds as more Li metal is deposited. Reproduced with permission from ref 333.
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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(electronic conductors), collectively making the interphase a
MIEC. These species were verified experimentally via XPS by
Wenzel et al., where they performed in situ XPS with deposition

of Li metal on top of the LGPS surface, where the signal
intensities of Li−Ge alloy, Li3P, and Li2S all increased with
increasing thickness of deposited Li (Figure 28a,c).211 Li−Ge in

Figure 29. (a) Grand potential diagram of Na3PS4 (NPS) showing that NPS is thermodynamically unstable with Na2Sn alloy (0.3 V vs Na/Na+),
marked with a yellow line (inset), (b) Plating and stripping of Na/Na3PS4/Na, which shows a gradual and steady voltage increase resulting from a
growing interface due to spontaneous chemical reactions to form a mixed-conducting SEI (Na3P is an electronic conductor), (c) Plating and stripping
of Na−Sn 2:1 (0.3 V vs Na/Na+) with Na3PS4, showing a kinetically stable interface, (d) Plating and stripping of Na with NAS and hydrated NAS, and
(e) Synchrotron XRD depth profiling of Na/NAS.9H2O/Na symmetric cell (along the vertical axis) where each XRD pattern represents one layer of
the schematic illustration on the right marked by multiple colors. Reproduced with permission from ref 222. Copyright 2019 Cell Press. (f) Another
example of a spontaneous reaction; plating and stripping of a Na/Na3SbS4/Na symmetric cell resulted in a black-colored SEI product. (g) The
impedance increased by more than an order of magnitude after 160 h (cell at rest). (h) Applying CPEO (which is stable with Na) on both sides of NAS
to avoid direct contact between Na metal and NAS. The chemical reaction is avoided as no black color was found after the NAS pellet was removed,
resulting in (i) no significant increase in impedance after 800 h (cell at rest). Reproduced with permission from ref.225 Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society.
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contact with SE enables the continued decomposition of LGPS,
which gradually increases the anode interfacial impedance and
eventually contributes to cell failure (Figure 28b). The same
principles apply for Si-, Sb-, Sn-, and As-based SEs, as they all
form an electronically conductive alloy with Li at RT. Similarly,
Ti- and Ge-based NASICON SEs react with Li metal at RT,
where Ti4+ gets reduced to (the electronically conductive) Ti3+,
Ge4+ reduces to Li−Ge alloy, and Ta5+ to Ta4+.212 Hartmann et
al. suggested that the formation of a mixed-conducting phase by
reacting Li metal with LAGP makes such a dynamic growing
interface. Therefore, these electrolytes are not suitable for
application in an ASSB with a Li metal anode. On the contrary,
enthalpy calculations show that Sc-, Y-, Ca-, Be-, Mg-, and La-
oxides could be stable with a metallic Li metal anode.
Only phosphorus-based sulfide SEs are known to be relatively

stable with Li metal since the expected decomposition products
of these electrolytes, (Li2S, Li3P, and LiX (X = Cl, Br, I)) are
insulating materials that are thermodynamically stable with Li
metal.11 LPS (glass or glass ceramic, with composition ratios
ranging from 70:30 to 80:20 of Li2S:P2S5) and argyrodite-based
SEs (Li6PS5X, X= Cl, Br, and I) have been proven to form a
stable interface and promote a long cycle life.213 The interface
stability is attributed to the absence of any electronically
conducting species, allowing the interphase to self-passivate.
Tatsumisago et al. showed that although the impedance of the
LPS glass electrolyte increases by almost 40% after 24 h when in
contact with Li metal, subsequent increases in impedance were
negligible (<10% over the next 500 h).214 Using the Warner
diffusion-controlled solid-state reaction model, Wenzel et al.
showed that the kinetics of interfacial impedance growth is lower
for Li7P3S11 and Li6PS5Cl in comparison with LGPS. In other
words, LPS- or LPSX-based SEs can act as a thin protective layer
between Li metal and LGPS.59

Since most SEs are unstable with Li metal, there are few
reports on the fabrication of ASSBs with Li metal as the anode.
Alternatively, anodes such as indium metal or Li−In alloy (3 wt
% Li) have been used in ASSBs and they have been shown to
operate at a high current density without any growth of dendritic
Li. Tatsumisago et al. showed that Li dendrites can grow through
the voids of LPS when a current density of 0.075 mA/cm2 is
applied. However, when Li0.5In is used as the anode, the applied
current density can be increased to the order of 1 mA/cm2

without any dendritic growth.214 However, these findings
remain controversial as there are other reports of using Li
metal at current densities greater than 0.5 mA/cm2.215,216

Dehnen et al. showed that there is no increase in impedance of
the electrolyte Li6PS5I for the first 17 h, contradicting the
findings from Janek et al., where significant interfacial growth
rates were observed even when using the same materials.213,217

This perceived inconsistency among these reports possibly
arises from differences in cell fabrication, such as differences in
applied pressure as well as the source of Li and amount of the Li
used.
Although a few SEs exhibit very high ionic conductivity, their

practicality for application in an ASSB is still limited, mainly due
to the formation of aMIEC interface. There are multiple ways to
avoid such an interface to apply such highly ionically conductive
SEs for practical battery applications. For example, Na3PS4
(NPS) is not stable with Na metal according to the grand
potential diagram, as Na3P, an electronic conductor, forms at the
interface (Figure 29a). This results in a steadily increasing
polarization as plating and stripping proceeds for an Na/NPS/
Na symmetric cell (Figure 29b). However, by using a Na−Sn

alloy (Na−Sn 2:1, 0.3 V vs Na/Na+) as an alternative to Na
metal, stable plating and stripping was observed without any
change in polarization for 40 h (Figure 29c). This result is an
example of a kinetically stabilized NPS interface, and most
ASSBs with NPS as an SE use Na−Sn alloys as the anode to
achieve longer cycling.
Another effective way to apply such reactive SEs in ASSBs

without compromising the high ionic conductivity is to employ a
thin barrier layer between the SE and Li (or Na) metal. The
necessary criteria of such a layer is that it must be
thermodynamically stable with both the Li (or Na) metal and
SEs, ionically conductive, electronically insulating, and mechan-
ically ductile for effective contact between SE and Li metal. A
highly ionically conductive coating helps to promote ion
diffusion at high current densities to deposit metal underneath
the coating layer without a dramatic increase in polarization. To
this end, several protective layers have been applied to the metal
interface to improve the metal-based ASSBs. For example, in
situ-formed LiHPO4 on Li metal (by reacting Li with H3PO4 and
THF) allows for LGPS/LCO ASSBs to run over 500 cycles with
more than 86% capacity retention.218 Sahu et al. stabilized the
highly ionically conductive Li3.833Sn0.833As0.166S with Li metal by
using a 3LiBH4:LiI thin layer (drop-casted with THF
solvent).219 Other protective inorganic oxide coatings include
ZnO, Al2O3, LiSiSx, and hybrid SEs. Some of these coatings can
stabilize Li metal even in dry room conditions.220,221 Tian et al.
found that Na3SbS4 × H2O is stable with Na metal due to the
formation of a passivation layer containing NaH and Na2O
(formed byNametal reacting with the water, Figure 29d), which
can be used to protect the NAS, resulting in prolonged andmore
stable plating and stripping in a Na symmetric cell (Figure
29e).222 However, applying such coatings on a larger scale is
challenging since it requires additional processing and will
increase costs.
As before, mechanical properties also play an important role in

determining the performance of the coatings since Li metal
effectively undergoes an infinite volume change during cycling,
which will produce a large amount of stress in the coating layer.
The oxide coatings, (such as ZnO and Al2O3) known for their
high Young’s Modulus (indicating their stiff nature), cannot
easily accommodate the large stresses induced by Li metal
deposition; thus, cracks will form. Such cracks will act as hot
spots for Li dendrite nucleation and growth that will eventually
short the cell. Mechanically, polymers or hybrid coating layers
outperform oxides in accommodating the induced stress as they
have more suitable mechanical properties such as lower
stiffness.223,224 To demonstrate this point, Na3SbS4 (NAS)
can be used as an example. NAS is unstable with Na metal,
spontaneously reacting to form a black-colored SEI (Figure 29f),
which is due to the formation of the electronically conductive
Na3Sb alloy, resulting in a 2 orders of magnitude growth in
impedance for a Na/NAS/Na symmetric cell after 160h at rest
(without any cycling) (Figure 29g). Incorporating cross-linked
PEO (CPEO) between NAS and Na metal mitigated this
chemical reaction as no black-colored SEI was seen after
disassembling the cell (Figure 29h). The change in impedance
was much less drastic, as observed by a Na/CPEO/NAS/
CPEO/Na symmetric cell after 400 h at rest (Figure 29i).225

The disadvantage of polymer electrolytes is that they usually
have low ionic conductivity and a low transference number
(0.2−0.5) at RT, which results in rapid anion depletion at the Li
metal interface, exacerbating an uneven distribution of electric
field, in turn promoting the nucleation of Li dendrites (especially
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at high current density).226,227 Goodenough et al. introduced a
new flexible polymer on LATP in a sandwich geometry
(polymer/LATP/polymer) which does not allow anions to
pass through, therefore preventing the depletion of anions at the
Li metal interface.226 These cells demonstrated a CE of 99.9%
and a cycle life of 640 cycles at RT. Sputtering-based deposition
of LiPON has also been used as a protective layer on LATP
because it forms a passivation layer (by reacting with Li metal);
LiPON itself is also known formitigating dendrites.228 However,
most of these coating processes are expensive as they involve
multistep fabrication procedures.
A few ionic conductors, particularly oxides such as LLZO and

LiAlO2 decompose close to 0 V versus Li/Li+. Such ionic
conductors are known to be kinetically stable due to a high
activation barrier required to break the metal−oxygen bonds,
leading to the formation of binary oxides, Li2O, and metal-
oxides. In general, a kinetically stable interface means there is a
low decomposition energy of SE with Li metal. Regarding sulfide
SEs, various substitutions have been made to passivate, or
kinetically stabilize, the interface with Li metal without an
additional protective layer. For example, oxygen substitution
into LGPS not only improved the ionic conductivity (8.43 ×
10−2 S/cm for Li10GeP2S11.7O0.3 compared to 1.12 × 10−2 S/cm
for LGPS) but also stabilized the interface with Li metal.229

Similar observations were noticed for oxygen-substituted LPSBr
(Li6PS4.7O0.3Br).

230 Besides oxygen, metal-sulfide doping (such
as the MoS2 -modified Li2S−P2S5 g lass ceramic ,
Li7P2.9S10.85Mo0.01) showed a lower interfacial resistance with
Li metal than Li7P3S11.

231 Li3.06P0.98Zn0.02S3.98O0.02 has been
synthesized by doping Li3PS4 with ZnO, which was also shown
to have better stability with Li metal (demonstrated 81%
capacity retention after 100 cycles compared to 35% for bare
Li3PS4).

232 Although it is hypothesized that suitable elemental
substitution kinetically stabilizes the Li metal interface, long
cycle life (>1000 cycles) with such modified SEs still remains a
question. High temperature cycling and molecular dynamics-
based simulations are required to identify the limits of the
kinetics.
A thermodynamically stable interface is formed when there is

no negative decomposition energy between Li metal and SEs.
Binary SEs are known to form such a thermodynamically stable
interface (Li2S, Li3P, Li3N, LiCl, LiF, etc.). In binary ionic
conductors, the anions are in their fully reduced state (X−, S2−,
N3−, P3−, O2−), so no further reduction occurs, which is why
they are stable with Li metal anode and at 0 V. Li3N and Li3P are
known to be good ionic conductors at RT (10−4-6 × 10−3 S/cm,
depending on synthesis conditions, crystallinity, and doping)233

but possess very poor oxidation stability, which prohibits their
use in practical ASSBs. However, Li3N was useful instead as a
thin protective coating layer on Li metal to mitigate interfacial
parasitic reactions and prevent dendrite growth.234−237 More-
over, LiCl and LiF are known for their high oxidation stability
but ultralow ionic conductivity at RT.238,239 A thin LiF layer
formed in situ or ex situ is promising as a way to protect Li metal
in both SE- and LE-based batteries.

5.2. Anode Physical Contact

Although oxide-based SEs exhibit a high ionic conductivity in
the range of 10−4−10−3 S/cm at RT, the interfacial charge
transfer resistance with Li metal is significantly larger and the
critical current density (CCD) for dendrite formation is less
than 0.5 mA/cm2, hindering their application in ASSBs with Li
metal.240−243 This problem fundamentally arises from contact

between SE and Li metal. Because of the low voltage reduction
stability of LLZO (0.05 V vs Li/Li+), which makes it kinetically
stable with Li metal at RT), it is difficult to maintain intimate
contact even with an applied constant pressure; small gaps form
as a result. The size and distribution of these gaps depends on
the mechanical properties and surface microstructure of SEs as
well as the applied stack pressure during fabrication and cycling.
Such insufficient contact has twomajor impacts on the cycling of
ASSBs: (1) inhomogeneous contact increases charge transfer
resistance with Li metal by at least an order of magnitude;244−247

(2) the inhomogeneous current distribution at the Li metal−SE
interface will act as “hot spots” for Li dendrite nucleation during
plating and stripping.
The most common process to enhance the surface wettability

of Li metal is by using a thin lithophilic coating between the SE
and Li metal; in other words, these materials must be reactive
with Limetal. ALD,MLD, and PLD can be used to deposit a thin
layer of lithophilic materials on top of the SE (Figure 27d−f).
The major criteria for such a coating is (i) the coating should be
stable with the SE; (ii) the coating should have a high Li-
diffusivity so that deposited Li can diffuse easily from the SE to
the Li metal interface; (iii) the coating should not change in
volume during the charge−discharge process; (iv) the coating
should be thin (low mass) enough such that it should not
significantly sacrifice the energy density of the ASSBs. Several
lithophilic coatings (including metals, metal-oxides, metal-
nitrides) have been used to modify the SE surface to reduce
the interfacial resistance.207,248 Lu et al. used a thin (10 nm)
amorphous Si layer on top of Ca- and Nb-doped LLZO (using
PECVD), which reacts with Li to form a Li−Si alloy. Such a
process reduced the interfacial resistance from 925 Ω/cm2 to
127 Ω/cm2, a 7-times decrease. The high diffusivity of Li in the
Li−Si alloy (DLi+ ≈ 10−12 m2/s) allows for plating and stripping
at a current density of 0.2 mA/cm2 for over 200 h without any
significant polarization changes.236,249 The reaction energy
between LLZO and Li−Si alloys is also quite low, which ensures
kinetic stabilization of the interface. Several other metals (Ge,
Au, Mg, Al, etc.)250−252 and salts have been used for such
lithophilic coatings. Fu et al. noticed that the coating thickness
matters; a 5−10 nm Mg coating on LLZO lowered the contact
resistance whereas increasing thickness to 100 nm increased the
contact resistance.253 Although such inorganic coatings have
been used to improve the surface wettability, they usually require
high-cost processing and have scalability problems.
Furthermore, mechanically deformable materials such as ionic

liquids, polymers, or gel-based interfacial coatings have been
used to further decrease contact resistance between LLZO and
Li metal.254−260 Zhang et al. introduced a highly conductive
PVDF-HFP-based porous gel polymer electrolyte (5 × 10−4 S/
cm at RT) and decreased the Li−LLZO interface resistance
from 1400 to 214 Ω cm2 which enabled long, stable, and
dendrite-free cycling (0.12 mA/cm2) of ASSBs.255 However, the
disadvantage of such gel polymer electrolytes is that the long-
term cycling stability and mechanical properties highly depend
on the amount of LE inside the polymer matrix. Moreover, the
CCD for dendrite prevention is also limited when applying such
soft materials at the interface, drops far below the requirement
for EV applications (10 mA/cm2). Further increasing the
stiffness of polymer film by the addition of fillers such as SiO2,
TiO2, BaTiO3, LLZO, and Al2O3 etc. could improve the CCD.
Although coatings can significantly enhance Li plating and

stripping at a higher current density, the CCD is still much lower
than what is required for practical applications. Further
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enhancement will need a deeper mechanistic understanding of
the wetting behavior of the SE−anode interface and interfacial
charge transfer resistance. Several studies showed that surface
impurities play a key role on the wetting behavior of LLZO with
Li metal. Intrinsically, LLZO forms carbonates and hydroxides
at the interface by reacting with air.261−266 The conductivity of
LLZO drops in humid air from 6.46 × 10−4 S/cm to 3.62 × 10−4

S/cm, which originates from LiOH (Li exchange with protons)
and Li2CO3 (reaction with CO2) at the interface. The presence
of LiOH and Li2CO3 impurities acts as a shell on the LLZO
particle and plays a crucial role on surface chemistry and
wettability.267 It is possible to reduce the interfacial resistance
between lithium and LLZO to 2 Ω/cm2 (a value close to LE)
with clean, LiOH and Li2CO3 surfaces, and to enable cycling a Li
metal symmetric cell at 0.3 mA/cm2 over several hundreds of
hours without any shorting (see Table 1).268

5.3. Mechanical Effects

Recently, it has been realized that understanding the mechanical
properties of SEs and Li is critical for increasing the CCD and
enabling ASSBs without any dendritic growth of Li.279−281

There are three main mechanical properties of SEs and Li that
are related to the dendritic growth of Li.14,282 They are

(1) Elastic behavior of the SE. The Young’s modulus of the SE
depends on the crystal structure and is independent of
grain size and grain orientation. It is typically measured by
indentation and the aquatic impulse method. The Young’s
modulus can be converted into the shear modulus (G) by
the equation G = E/2(1 + ν) where G is the shear
modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio.

(2) Plastic behavior of solids, or their hardness (H), which is a
measure of the resistance to deformation. Deformation of
SEs can happen during ASSB fabrication, by dynamic
volume change of the cathode/anode during charging and
discharging, and during Li growth inside voids, pores, and
grain boundaries. Hardness is measured with micro-
indentation (Vickers indenter, with loads typically
ranging from 1 to 10 N with indent impressions as large
as 20 μm for a polycrystalline solid) and nanoindentation

(1 to 500 μN with indent impressions ≤1 μm in a single
grain or single crystalline material).

(3) Fracture toughness is the capability of a material
containing a crack to resist fracture, which is related to
crystal structure, bonding, and microstructure. It is an
important property for SEs since rapid fracture could
occur during cell assembly or battery operation.

For the bare SE, Li plating happens at the electrode−SE
interface, which then propagates along grain boundaries.283−285

The deposited Li metal at the grain boundary interfaces
increases the local electric field and promotes further Li
deposition. Such deposition induces stress on SEs which
increases as local current density increases. This stress can
induce cracks in SEs (which are expected to propagate since
grain boundaries have a lower yield strength than the bulk).
However, there is a possibility that the stress created by the
deposited Li can be alleviated instead of resulting in cracking
within the SE. This process will depend on the stack pressure
during cycling and the mechanical properties of SEs, as these
directly affect the dendrite growth kinetics.
The Monroe−Newman criteria, which is applied to the

polymer and Li metal interface, states that to mitigate dendrite
growth through the SE, an effective SE must have a shear
modulus (G) twice that of Li metal.286−288 Considering the
isotropic and polycrystalline nature of Li, the GLi is ∼4 GPa.
According to the Monroe−Newman criteria, the GSE should
thus be more than 8 GPa to prevent dendrite formation. Most of
the oxide SEs have values of G in the range of 40−60 GPa, ten-
times higher than Li metal. Thus, practically, oxide SEs are stiff
enough to prevent dendrites. However, dendrite growth is still
observed with an applied current density of 0.5 mA/cm2.
Considering other electrolytes such as glassy LPS, Gglassy LPS is
relatively low (7.1 ± 0.3 GPa), which signifies that dendrite
growth is more likely to occur within sulfide SEs than oxides.
The Monroe−Newman criteria and other existing models are

not applicable to polycrystalline materials as they do not
consider microstructural inhomogeneity;288,289 thus, it is more
appropriate to consider the mechanical properties of the grain
boundaries rather than the bulk since dendrite growth primarily

Table 1. Summary of Anode Protection Layers and Their Effects on Cell Performance

anode SE protection layer
current density
(mA/cm2)

time
(h) electrode

performance (temp/rate/capacity retention/no.
of cycles) ref

Li Li10GeP2S12 LiH2PO4 0.1 950 TiS2 RT/0.1C/86.7%/500 218
Li−In Li10GeP2S12 Li3PS4 60 mA/g TiS2 30 °C/20C/rate testing/100% 59
Li Li10SnP2S12 aglucone 0.1 166 LiCoO2 55 °C/1C/50%/150 269
Li Li10GeP2S12 Li3P0.98Sb0.02S3.95O0.05 0.1−1 500 LiCoO2 RT/0.1C/78.6%/50 270
Li Li10GeP2S12 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/

DME
0.1 1600 TiS2 RT/0.1 mA cm−2/91.7%/200 271

Li Li7P3S11 LiF 0.5 400 LiCoO2 RT/0.1 mA cm−2/96.8%/200 272
Li Li10SnP2S12 1.5MLiTFSI/Pyr13TFSI 0.038 1000 LiFePO4 RT/0.1C/84.7%/30 273
Li Li10GeP2S12 Li3+3xP1−xZnxS4−xOx LiCoO2 RT/0.1C/81%/100 232
Li Li7P3S11 LixAl(2−x/3)O3/Si 274
Li Li10GeP2S12 1 M LiTFSI/Pyr13TFSI 0.038 1200 S RT/0.083 mA/82.6%/50 275
Li Li3PS4 LixSiSx 0.5 2000 LiCoO2 RT/0.13 mA cm−2/94%/100 276
Li Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 Al2O3 0.01 600 220
Li Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 ZnO 0.2 1000 LiFePO4 RT/0.1C/99%/200 221
Li Li10GeP2S12 succinonitrile in 1 M

LiTFSI
0.13 250 LiFePO4 RT/0.1C/99%/120 277

Li Li10GeP2S12 7 M LiTFSI electrolyte
with TTE

OCV 50 negligible impedance increase after adding LE
compared to bare LGPS

278

Li Li7P3S11 Li3N Li2S RT/45%/120 235
Li Li3.833Sn0.833As0.166S4 3 M LiBH4·LiI in THF 0.1 1200 219
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occurs along grain boundaries. Because of the high surface
energy of grain boundaries, their stiffness can be 20−60% lower
than the bulk. Seigel et al. performedMD simulations on tilt and
twist grain boundaries and found that the shear modulus at grain
boundaries is 50% less than the bulk.290 Sakamoto et al.
suggested that the elastic property of Li metal is highly
dependent on crystal plane orientation (from 1.5 GPa (111)
to 11 GPa (100)). This value is lower than the Monroe−
Newman criterion for prevention of dendrite growth and
explains a possible reason for dendritic growth in oxide-based
SEs along grain boundaries.
The low yield strength of Li means that applied pressure (also

called stack pressure) is also a major variable for consid-
eration.280 Li metal nucleation, deposition, growth inside SEs,
and texture are highly dependent on the applied pressure. In
addition, the low activation energy for self-diffusion in solid Li
(50 kJ mol−1) indicates that significant Li creep will occur at RT.
There are two main creep mechanisms in a metal: diffusional
creep and power-law creep. Diffusional creep occurs at very low
stresses as atoms diffuse along grain boundaries, and is
characterized by a linear relationship between stress and strain
rate. Power-law creep dominates over diffusional creep at higher
stresses, owing to its higher-order dependence on stress.
Doux et al. carried out a systematic study on the effect of stack

pressure on Li dendrite formation (Figure 30).146 A LPSCl

pellet wasmade via cold-pressing resulting in a relative density of
87%, meaning there is interconnected porosity so dendrite
growth may be observed. Initially, the pellet was pressed at 25
MPa (much higher than the yield strength of Li, 0.8 MPa) to
mechanically wet the Li−LPSCl interface. If a Li metal
symmetric cell was constructed at a very high pressure of 75
MPa, the cell immediately mechanically shorted even before
applying current, due to power law Li metal creeping by
dislocation climb at RT.280,291 X-ray nanocomputed tomog-
raphy (Nano-CT) images show that the SE layer ruptures at
such a high pressure. At lower pressures, it was found that the
time it took for the cell to short strictly depended on the applied
stack pressure. A stack pressure of 10 MPa takes ∼5-times as
long to short the cell than 25 MPa. It is believed that higher
pressures increase the Li creep along the grain boundaries in the
LPSCl pellet, forming a 1D-like dendritic structure. New Li will
then plate due to the high electric field associated with the high
surface-area structure. This promotes dendrite growth, which
was verified with Nano-CT experiments. If 5 MPa is used, the
symmetric cell did not exhibit any shorting. It is believed that
although 5 MPa is still higher than the yield strength of Li, the
pressure is insufficient to make Li creep inside the LPSCl pellet,
thus resulting in homogeneous deposition of Li during plating
and stripping. This was supported by the Nano-CT images.

Figure 30. (a) Schematic of the load-cell setup to monitor pressure in an ASSB. (b) Schematic of the Li/LPSCl/Li symmetric cell. (c) Plating and
stripping for the Li/LPSCl/Li symmetric cell for different applied stack pressures with an applied current density of 0.075 mA/cm2

. Reducing the stack
pressure increased the plating and stripping time. (d) Charge/discharge profile of the NCA-LPSCl cathode composite (with Li metal anode) for an
applied stack pressure of 5 and 25 MPa; the 5 MPa cell runs but the 25 MPa cell exhibited shorting. Reproduced with permission from ref 146.
Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH Verlag.
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Correlating a relatively high current density (1 mA/cm2) with
stack pressure was conducted by Kasemchainan et al. in three
electrode configurations, where the effect of plating and
stripping kinetics on stack pressure and current density can be
selectively monitored.292 They have proposed three diffusion
mechanisms that regulate lithium plating and stripping, such as
JLi

+ migration (the flux for Li ion migration from Li metal to SE,
which depends on applied current density), JLi diffusion (the flux
for self-diffusion of Li atoms inside Li metal, which is constant at
constant temperature and pressure), and JLi

+ creep (the flux for
Li metal creep, which depends on applied stack pressure). These
three mechanisms are shown in Figure 31.

At a low stack pressure of 0.5 MPa, (lower than the yield
strength of Li so creep is not expected), the plating polarization
decreases (which is due to pore filling) whereas during stripping,
polarization increases, since there is a loss of contact due to the
formation of voids. These further limit the contact area between
SE and Li metal, thereby increasing the cell resistance until the
cell fails. Using a relatively higher pressure of 3 MPa resulted in
smoother plating whereas stripping polarization still increased;
voids still formed due to selective-area stripping. Void formation
thusmainly dominates at low pressures and high current density,
where Li-ion diffusion dominates over vacancy-induced Li self-
diffusion along with pressure-induced creeping diffusion (JLi
diffusion + JLi creep < JLi+ migration) (Figure 32).293 As
mentioned previously, voids will limit contact between Li metal
and LPSCl, creating hot spots for Li deposition and dendritic
growth along grain boundaries. At 7 MPa, no polarization
changes were observed until after 100 cycles (JLi diffusion + JLi
creep = JLi+ migration). However, increasing the current density
to 2 mA/cm2 caused the cell to short since once again the
kinetics of ion migration dominated over creeping and internal
vacancy-induced self-diffusion.294 Similarly, void formation was
also noticed on LLZO and other SEs.294−296 This observation
describes the limitation of applied current density and how it
relates to stack pressure (regardless of the pellet porosity).
Further optimization of stack pressure is required to be able to
increase the applied current density to enable ASSB technology
for EV applications. It is important to note that SEs, which are
more deformable, amorphous, or are able to be pelletized with
higher relative density should increase the CCD as it would
decrease the number of creeping sites within the SE, allowing for
more homogeneous plating and stripping.
Compared with Li metal, alloy-based anodes usually work

very well at high pressures (even at pressures >75MPa) and they
usually do not exhibit any signature of dendrite growth. First, the
yield strength of most alloys is much higher than Li, which

means that there will be no creep inside the SE. Additionally, the
alloying kinetics of most metals is expected to be highly
thermodynamically favorable. Their faster kinetics and their very
high self-diffusion coefficient will dominate over plating kinetics,
so dendrite growth is avoided. It is also worth mentioning that
alloys used as a counter electrode have a much higher N/P ratio
such that it is more difficult for alloys get fully saturated with Li
metal (for subsequent Li metal growth).
There are other hypotheses based on the effects of grain

boundary size and their micro-orientation on the CCD.284,297

Although uniform contact between Li metal and the SE is
important for homogeneous nucleation, the density and
interconnectivity of pores governs the growth kinetics of
dendrites.298 It is important to note that there are contrary
observations with regards to grain size andCCD; Sakamoto et al.
made LLZO samples with different grain sizes (with equal Li
metal interfacial resistance and density) to isolate the grain size
effect on CCD. They found that the CCD increases significantly
with increasing grain size; as the grain size increased from 5 to
600 mm, the CCD increased from 0.3 to 0.6 mA cm−2.299 This
high increase in current density is attributed to the increasing
effective contact area between Li metal and the grains rather
than between Li metal and grain boundaries. As grain size
increases, there is a reduction in hot spots for Li nucleation and
dendritic growth. However, Cheng et al. showed that the CCD
increases when the grain size is reduced; they attributed this to
the larger relative area fraction of grain boundaries at the Li−
LLZO interface. Cheng et al., using SEM and high-spatial-
resolution Auger spectroscopy, showed that metallic Li
preferentially propagates along grain boundaries when the
CCD is exceeded in hot-pressed LLZO and suggested that
elimination of grain boundaries from polycrystalline LLZO
could increase the CCD.283,300 However, the atomic-scale
orientation of the grains is also unknown. A high-temperature
synthesis would be expected to form the lowest-disordered grain
orientation whereas for a low-temperature synthesis, a more
disordered grain structure is expected.301−303 Thus, the
synthesis temperature and the grain boundary structure would
have a direct effect on the mechanical behavior at the SE−anode
interface. Also, at the grain boundary and surface, LiOH and
Li2CO3 contamination is quite common for LLZO which may
also drastically change the mechanical behavior at the interface.
Grain boundary conductivity is important with regards to the

nucleation and penetration of dendrites through the SE.286 Even
if uniform contact is made, for materials with higher grain
boundary conductivity, Li tends to accumulate in nearby grain
boundaries faster than grains, which means Li will further
penetrate along grain boundaries of SEs and ultimately limit the
CCD. However, there is also controversy regarding the grain
boundary ionic conductivity, namely whether it is higher or
lower than the grains. Several reports on grain boundary
conductivity both experimentally and theoretically show that
grain boundary conductivity is the bottleneck for achieving high
ionic conductivity in LLZO. Some reports state an equal
conductivity with an activation energy between the grain and
grain boundaries, while others show a high grain boundary
conductivity. The main question is whether a high grain
boundary conductivity contributes to hot spot formation at
nearby grain boundaries or grains. For example, Ga−LLZOhas a
higher grain boundary conductivity (2.4× 10−3 S/cm) than Al−
LLZO (2.4 × 10−4 S/cm), but Ga−LLZO can tolerate higher
current densities than Al−LLZO. Federico et al. studied the
nature of dendrites using TOF-SIMS and found Al and Li at the

Figure 31. (a) Schematics of Li-ion migration from Li metal into SE
during stripping. (b) Vacancy-induced Li-ion diffusion. (c) Li metal
creep (by applying uniaxial stack pressure).
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Figure 32. (a) Schematic of Li metal placed on both sides of a SE pellet. Many gaps are present if the applied pressure is <3 MPa. (b) Li plating and
stripping at <3 MPa where significant void formation occurs on the stripping side (top right) and Li deposition on the plating side (bottom) fills the
pores. (c) Isolated void formation and contact losses occur on the stripping side whereas selective area Li metal deposition (promoting dendrite
growth) at the plating side over prolonged plating and stripping. (d) The interface is mechanically wetted with 25MPa. (e) Afterward, if a 5MPa stack
pressure is used, uniform plating and stripping occurs at 0.075 mA/cm2 (a low current) without any Li metal dendrite growth. (f) Verification with
Nano-CT where no cracks were found between two plungers (Li metal is not visible by Nano-CT). (g) Even at a low stack pressure of 5MPa, dendrite
growth take place if the current density is more than 0.1 mA/cm2. (h) If a 25 MPa stack pressure is kept, further dendrite growth takes place at a low
current density of 0.075mA/cm2. (i) Cracks were found in Nano-CT, which are caused by Li metal dendrite growth. (j) High stack pressure of 75MPa
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grain boundary of Al-LLZO whereas only Li was found at the
Ga−LLZO interface.304 The chemical species/composition at
the interface could affect the mechanical behavior at the grain
boundaries of LLZO, thus affecting the dendrite growth rate.
Furthermore, their observation was similar with Pallab et al. as
they found the preferable growth of dendrites at grain
boundaries even though the grain boundary conductivity was
2 orders of magnitude less than bulk grains.289 They calculated
that induced stress (where the stress could be from external stack
pressure or Li nucleation-induced pressure) changes electro-
chemical potential significantly, in turn locally increasing the
current density at grain boundaries, promoting preferential Li
deposition. As more Li is deposited, more stress is generated,
increasing the deposition kinetics until ultimately the cell shorts.

5.4. Comparison of Anode Interfaces/Interphases between
Liquid and Solid Electrolytes

Li metal is the ultimate anode choice (in both LE and SE
systems) to achieve high energy density batteries. While sharing
many similarities, the differences about existing problems and
optimization requirements/strategies between the two systems
are worth mentioning. A discussion of SEI on the Li surface in
LEs and SEs will be compared from the perspective of SEI
properties, coating strategies, dendrite growth, and research
status. Our aim is that such a side-by-side comparison could
potentially shed light on complementary effective strategies for
ASSB design improvement.
5.4.1. Spontaneously Formed Interphases. Since Li/Li+

has one of the most negative electrochemical potentials, Li metal
is thermodynamically unstable in almost all organic solvents and
SEs with high ionic conductivity. Therefore, a SEI will readily
form on Li metal surfaces upon contact and under electro-
chemical conditions. In organic LEs, the SEI continuously
evolves by electrolyte decomposition until its thickness exceeds
that of the electron tunneling regime and solvent penetration. A
passivating SEI layer is the key to enabling the operation of Li
metal under a strong reductive environment by allowing ionic
conduction while blocking electronic conduction.24 The well-
recognized SEI species formed in organic LEs, including lithium
oxides (Li2O), lithium fluoride (LiF), and lithium carbonates
(Li2CO3, ROCO2Li, and RCOO2Li (where R is an organic
group related to the solvent)), are all electrical insulators.305 For
SEs, there are two types of SEI as previously discussed: the first
type is ionically conductive but electronically insulating, which
has similar thermodynamic and kinetic properties to LEs, and
the second type contains both ionically and electronically
conductive components. This second type of thermodynami-
cally unstable SEI will continuously grow during battery
operation, increasing the interfacial resistance.
In LE systems, it was previously widely accepted that

continuous SEI formation during cycling causes low CE in Li
metal batteries.306 Recent advances, namely the introduction of
the Titration Gas Chromatography (TGC) characterization
method for batteries, allows for accurate quantification of Li
metal failure products. It was found that inactive Li (isolated
metallic Li) is the primary cause of capacity loss, while SEI
formation only contributed a small portion of the total capacity
loss.307 Although both the SEI and the isolated metallic Li

accumulate upon cycling, the amount of isolated metallic Li
significantly dominates when the CE is around 90%. This
quantitative result indicates that the continuous SEI formation
does not directly contribute to most of the capacity loss, but
rather the SEI’s structure, components, spatial distribution,
mechanical properties, and degree of homogeneity play roles on
governing the morphology of the deposited Li, which then
determines how much metallic Li will be trapped (and become
electrochemically inactive). Moreover, the continuous forma-
tion of SEI consumes LE, leading to cell failure due to electrolyte
depletion.308 It is therefore particularly important to make the
as-formed SEI reversible after a full cycle, but this solution
remains elusive. So far, three types of spontaneously formed SEI
structure models in different electrolytes have been reported:
the Mosaic model309 (heterogeneous distribution of SEI
components), the Multitype model246 (e.g., an outer Li2O
layer and inner amorphous layer) and the recently reported
Monolithic model310 (a homogeneous amorphous layer).
Generally, a more homogeneous SEI (structure and compo-
nents) will result in better cycling performance, indicating a
correlation between SEI properties and cyclability. However,
there is still a lack of direct and clear evidence to determine the
cyclability of the SEI layers and in turn, how to enhance this
characteristic.

5.4.2. Artificial Interfaces. In both LEs and SEs, using a
thermodynamically stable coating layer, otherwise known as an
artificial SEI, is commonly considered as an effective way to
improve the cyclability of Li metal. This protective layer should
be stable with Li metal to diminish side reactions and electrolyte
decomposition, possess high ionic conductivity and minimal
electronic conductivity, have strong mechanical properties to
prevent dendrite propagation, and high elasticity to sustain
volume expansion.311,312 Apart from these properties, specific
properties are required in LE and SE systems separately. For
LEs, it is particularly important that the coating layer is pinhole-
free to avoid liquid penetration; pinholes will defeat the purpose
of the artificial SEI and allow for Li corrosion to take place. For
SEs, the physical contact between Li metal and SE remains
problematic, requiring the artificial SEI to provide conformal
contact between the Li metal and SE to avoid small gaps and
voids.
Xu et al. thoroughly summarized the recent progress of

designing an artificial SEI for Li metal protection in LE systems,
including a variety of coating methods (solution casting, doctor
blading, spin coating, CVD, PVD, chemical pretreatment, etc.)
and different materials (organics, inorganics and hybrid
organic−inorganics).312 Even though all of the reported
strategies have shown improved electrochemical performance
compared to bare Li, only a few of them could satisfy most of the
requirements (especially pinhole-free) and achieve a CE higher
than 99%. For instance, Liu et al. reported a double-layer
artificial SEI made of nanodiamonds and graphene oxide with
ultrastrong mechanical properties, which enhanced defect
tolerance and promoted a uniform ion flux.313 An average CE
(over 10 cycles) for the DND-polymer electrodes was as high as
99.4% at 1 mA/cm2 and 99.2% at 2 mA/cm2 (with an areal
capacity of 2 mAh/cm2). Gu et al. used an electrochemical
polishing method followed by galvanostatic plating pretreat-

Figure 32. continued

will instantaneously mechanically short the cell without any applied current; confirmed with (k) nano-CT measurement where multiple cracks were
found and the electrolyte pellet was fully broken. Reproduced with permission from ref 146. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH Verlag.
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ments to generate an ultrasmooth, inorganic−organic-inorganic
multilayer SEI at alkali metal surfaces.314 In 1 M LiFTSI in
DME/DOL electrolyte without additives, they achieved an
average CE of 99% (at 2 mA/cm2 and 1 mAh/cm2) for 200
cycles in Cu||Li coin cells.
5.4.3. Li Dendrites. In LEs, under normal operating

conditions with moderate current density (whether in coin
cells or pouch cells), sharp dendrites that cause direct cell short
circuits are rarely observed.315 The failure model of Li metal in
LE cells has been proven to be the continuous formation of
inactive Li that causes either electrolyte depletion or Li metal
depletion.316,317 In SEs, there is Li dendrite growth that causes
cell shorting. The possible causes include the applied current
density, the applied stack pressure (that can cause Li creep), and
grain boundary conductivity.
Following classical crystal growth theory, Li deposition in LE

is mostly governed by the chemical environment (solvent, salt,
salt concentration, additives, etc.) and electrochemical con-
ditions (current density etc.).318 The morphology of the
deposited Li is largely determined by the chemical composition,
structure, and mechanical properties of the SEI layers, which in
turn is determined by electrolyte properties. For instances, in
carbonate-based electrolytes, the Li deposits exhibit a whisker/
mossy-like morphology with a high electrode porosity; in other
electrolytes such as high-concentration or localized high-
concentration ether-based electrolytes, Li deposits are much
denser with a large granule size of several μm. In ether-based
electrolytes with the LiNO3 additive, the Li deposits have a
unique spherical morphology. Temperature and stack pressure
have also been reported as important factors that influence the Li
morphology. Wang et al. reported that Li particles grow larger at
60 °C compared at 20 °Cwith an average CE of 99.3% (in ether-
based electrolyte).319 Dahn et al. reported that when increasing
the pouch cell stack pressure to 1200 kPa, the Li deposits
become very closely packed and the cell cycling stability
remarkably improved (50 cycles in an anode-free cell with
almost no capacity drop using 0.6 M LiDFOB + 0.6 M LiBF4 in
FEC + DEC, 1:2 vol. ratio).320 They ascribe that the increased
pressure improves the cycling performance in two ways: (1) it
helps to reduce the isolated metallic Li amount, and (2) it
minimizes the Li surface area so that less active Li is consumed to
form SEI (although the conclusion needs to be further
investigated quantitatively).
In terms of research progress, Li metal cyclability in LE has

made significant progress in recent years primarily due to the

advancement of electrolytes, which not only prevented dendrite
growth issues but also enabled a CE of up to 99%. Yet, a
commercially viable Li metal battery with a cell-level energy
density higher than 500 Wh/kg requires the Li metal cycling
efficiency to be as high as 99.98% (to achieve 1000 cycles with
80% of capacity retention).321 This requires future research to
pursue more in-depth understanding of the failure mechanism
and to quantitatively analyze the capacity loss. In SE systems, the
field faces more challenging issues; recent progress has
successfully made Li metal cyclable with optimized stacking
pressure, but at a very low current density of 0.075 mA/cm2.146

In SEs, higher efficiency has not been discussed yet; there still a
long way to go to achieve highly efficient Li cycling in SE under
typical battery operating conditions. Research efforts urgently
need to focus on the systematic understanding of the dendrite
growth mechanism. For SEs, well-controlled and standardized
experimental conditions are crucially needed so that appropriate
comparisons can be made between reports (see Table 2).

6. ADVANCED CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

Engineering the interface requires a full understanding of the
interfaces in ASSBs, including the composition and distribution
of species present, electronic/ionic properties, and their
evolution during cycling. As mentioned before, the buried
nature of the interface brings much difficulty in deconvoluting,
probing, and identifying chemical species. Thus, existing
characterization tools must be adapted and new advanced
techniques developed and customized to reach and probe the
elusive interface. In this section, we will review the typical
characterization tools widely used for solid-state interfaces,
explain their merits and weaknesses, and suggest other
potentially useful techniques, especially in situ methods.

6.1. Computation

First-principles calculations enable bypassing physical barriers to
reveal atomic interactions at the interface. They are useful to
estimate the thermodynamic stability and kinetic behavior. The
electrochemical window of electrolytes and their stability with
other ASSB components (cathode, anode, and coating) can be
predicted as well as the corresponding reaction products, which
have been proven to reasonably agree with some of the
experimental measurements. The general principles behind the
various first-principles approaches can be categorized into three
approaches: Approach 1 is the fast diffusion of an alkali ion in a
SE, Approach 2 is multispecies equilibrium between two

Table 2. Comparison of Properties Regarding the Li Metal Anode in Liquid Electrolyte and Solid Electrolyte Systems

liquid electrolyte solid electrolyte

spontaneously
formed SEI

Li+ conductive/e− insulating Li+ conductive/e− insulating
sometimes e− conductive

artificial SEI Li+ conductive/e− insulating Li+ conductive/e− insulating
thermodynamically stable thermodynamically stable
high Young’s modulus and elastic high Young’s modulus and elastic
lithophilic lithophilic
pinhole-free (to avoid liquid penetration) conformal contact with Li metal and SE

Li dendrite no dendrite-caused short circuit dendrite growth causes short circuit.
morphology affected by 1. electrolyte, 2. current density, 3.
temperature, 4. pressure

possibly affected by 1. current density, 2. stacking pressure causes Li creep, 3. grain
boundary conductivity

cyclability Coulombic efficiency up to 99.4% at moderate current
density (0.5 mA/cm2)

cyclable at very low current density (0.075 mA/cm2) with optimized stacking
pressure146

cyclable up to 300 cycles with limited excess of electrolyte and Li metal310

current research
status

to push the efficiency to >99.99% to pursue better understanding of dendrite growth mechanism and avoid dendrite
growth under normal operating conditionsto quantitatively understand the failure mechanism
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materials, and Approach 3 is explicit interface simulation by
finite-temperature ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD).80

Approach 1 gives the predicted electrochemical window of
various SEs, most of which are narrow and thus susceptible to
decomposition when the operating voltage extends beyond this
window. Approach 2 calculates the thermodynamic energy or
the driving force/reaction pathways of two reactedmaterials and
constructs their phase diagram as an indicator for their chemical
stability or instability. Approach 3 provides a kinetic interface
model and reveals the most realistic picture of interfacial
reactivity. It should be noted that all three approaches have
limitations and the best results are obtained by combining the
predictions from all of them.
The largest benefit of computational evaluation is the high-

throughput capability based on utilizing large-scale materials
databases which allows for time-efficient screening of batches of
interfaces. Mo and co-workers compared the electrochemical
stability window of Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS), garnet Li7La3Zr2O12
(LLZO), Li0 .33La0.56TiO3 (LLTO), NASICON-type
Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP), and LiPON, and found that
garnet LLZO shows the lowest reduction potential of 0.05 V,
while LATP has the highest oxidation potential of 4.31 V.11,52

Most of these turn out to be thermodynamically unstable with
LiCoO2 (LCO), especially the sulfide-based electrolytes, which
are neither chemically nor electrochemically stable. Coating the
cathode with relatively inert materials helps to stabilize the
interface and mitigate unwanted reactions. Xiao et al. employed
a computational framework to evaluate and screen Li-containing
materials as cathode coatings in terms of phase stability,
electrochemical and chemical stability, and ionic conductivity.
They pointed out that polyanionic oxide coatings offer the best
combination of the aforementioned properties, their results
show that these offer great promise for improved performance.99

On the anode side, Zhu et al. studied the intrinsic
thermodynamic stability of materials against Li metal as a
function of cation and anion chemistry. They found that metallic
and metalloid cations are usually reduced at low potentials and
possibly form the detrimental MIEC interface, while nonmetal
anions such as O, N, F, P, Cl, Br, and I are generally compatible

with Li metal and form passivating interfaces. Notably, nitride
anion chemistry has the highest stability against Li metal and
nitrogen-rich interfaces can be made by using nitrogen-
containing materials on the Li metal anode.322

Ultimately, computational results can provide essential
predictions and guidelines for screening, designing, and
matching materials to form a stable interface on both the
cathode and anode sides. It is worth noting that although some
of the calculated results have been proven to line up with
experimental findings, computational methods are usually
performed at relatively small cell sizes and short time scales,
which are far from practical operating conditions. This requires
experimental verification by various diagnostic tools with a wide
detection range with regards to energy, spatial resolution, and
temporal resolution.

6.2. Electron Microscopy (EM) Techniques

EM enables direct visualization of the interface at the nano- and
microscale, which delivers important information on the
morphology, structure, elemental distribution and electric
potential by combining imaging, diffraction, and spectrosco-
py.10,98,323 A prerequisite for EM is to prepare a thin (a few nm-
thick) cross-section slice or lamella with the interface intact from
the buried mixture. This requires delicate work by the focused
ion beam (FIB).324 The first cross-section observation was made
by Brazier et al. on the LiCoO2/Li2O−V2O5−SiO2/SnO
nanobattery, which showed the internal diffusion of Co, Si,
and V at the cathode and anode interfaces respectively after
multiple cycles.324 Similarly, Sakuda et al. observed the mutual
diffusion of Co, P, and S at the interface between LiCoO2 and
Li2S−P2S5, over a region as thick as 50 nm. Notably, a Li2SiO3
coating on LiCoO2 was shown to be effective in suppressing the
Co-diffusion and reduce the interfacial layer to 30 nm in
thickness.10 The presence of such a thick interface would
drastically increase the resistance to Li-ion transfer and charge
transfer, resulting in an increased voltage hysteresis of the cell.
Using quantitative electron holography, Yamamoto et al. were
able to observe the potential distribution across LiCoO2/
Li1+x+yAlyTi2−ySixP3−xO12 and found a steep potential drop and a

Figure 33.Cryo-STEMmapping of theNCA−LPSCl interface. Reproduced with permission from ref 52. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 34. In situ characterization setup and results for interfacial diagnosis; (a) in situ CT.329 Reproduced with permission from ref 329. Copyright
2018 IOP Publishing. (b) In situXPS,334 (c) in situRaman. Reproducedwith permission from ref 336. Copyright 2017American Chemical Society. (d)
In situ NDP Reproduced with permission from ref 340. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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gradually extended slope owing to the formation of an electrical
double layer near the interface.98

Considering that ex situ experiments typically have prolonged
time relaxation, potential air exposure, and other factors that
could interfere or alter the sample properties, in situ observation
is preferred and even necessary to retain a pristine interface while
under evaluation. Wang et al. conducted in situ scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) coupled with
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and uncovered the
unique interfacial phenomena between LiCoO2 and LiPON;
this interface is composed of disordered Li2O and CoO
decomposed from LiCoO2.

323

It is worth mentioning that both SEs and Li metal are
extremely sensitive to the beam used in the microscope, and
cryogenic protection has been shown to be essential to minimize
any potential beam damage and to preserve the intrinsic sample
properties.325 Lee et al. demonstrated the capability of cryo-FIB
to prepare a relatively clean lamella for TEM and also carried out
STEM at cryogenic temperatures (cryo-STEM) on the NCA−
LPSCl interface after cycling (Figure 33).326 Co and S were
shown to segregate at the NCA−LPSCl interface and a LiNbO3
coating inhibited this reaction between NCA and LPSCl.327 For
the future exploration by EM, combining cryogenic protection
and in situ observation should be considered to avoid any
potential sample damage during simultaneous probing of
dynamic interfacial evolution at the nano- or even atomic-scale.

6.3. Transmission X-rayMicroscopy (TXM), X-ray Computed
Tomography (CT), Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass
Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS), and Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM)

While EM techniques are sensitive to the localized fine structure,
a larger picture of the interface requires looking at the
microstructure; this is vital because of the heterogeneous nature
of the interface. To achieve this, other microscopic techniques
with various capabilities are complementary and indispensable,
such as TXM, CT, AFM, and TOF-SIMS.
On the basis of X-ray absorption, TXM and CT can provide

three-dimensional (3D) reconstructed volumes of interfaces at
μm resolutions. With these techniques, Harry et al. disclosed the
presence of heterogeneities in the Li/polymer (polystyrene-
block-poly(ethylene oxide))/Li cell and found Li dendrites not
only at the Li−polymer interface but also in the subsurface of the
Li electrode; the latter is a surprising and important find.328 The
formation and propagation of Li metal within the Li3PS4 SE was
also revealed by Seitzman et al. using in situ synchrotron-based
X-ray tomography (Figure 34a).329 Both TXM and CT are
nondestructive and enable the determination of the porosity,
tortuosity, and even elemental heterogeneities of the interface.
One of the challenges is the difficulty in differentiating Li, a light
element, and voids, since both have very low X-ray absorption
and thus a low image contrast.
This issue can be addressed by TOF-SIMS and the newly

developed windowless energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS). Windowless EDS is sufficiently sensitive to observe the
54 eV Li Kα X-ray, which is very intense for pure Li metal but
much weaker for Li compounds.329 While EDS offers 2D
elemental distribution, TOF-SIMS enables 3D elemental maps,
as demonstrated by Park et al. with the LiCoO2−LLZO
interface.90 Minor cross-diffusion occurs at the interface, where
Co diffuses into LLZO and Zr/La diffuses into LiCoO2.

90

Charge transfer across the interface can be estimated by AFM.
AFM is useful to measure the potential image of the cross-

sectional interface using peak force tapping mode. The average
potential of Li1.4Al0.4Ti1.6(PO4)3 (LATP)-coated Li-
Ni0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 (L-NCM) was determined to be 0.214 V,
lower than that of bare NCM, confirming a weakened space-
charge layer (SCL) by introducing a Li-ion-conducting buffer
layer.330 Compared with other technologies for SCL detection,
AFM interfacial potential measurements exhibit unique
advantages such as flexible operation, facile sample preparation,
and high sensitivity to potential fluctuations.92,331,332

6.4. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), and Raman
Spectroscopy

Chemical and electrochemical reactions that occur at the
interface could influence the electronic and band structures of
the interfacial materials. Probing the changes in these structures
will help to understand charge transfer, the cleavage/formation
of chemical bonds, and phase transitions involved at the
interface. In this regard, XAS, XPS, and Raman spectroscopies
are widely employed.
Both XAS and XPS are known for their sensitivity to the

electronic structure, with the difference being in the detectable
depth: the former can detect about 100 nmwhile the latter is less
than 10 nm. Therefore, XAS is regarded as a bulk technique
while XPS is regarded as a surface technique. Depending on the
interfacial thickness, one or the other could be applied, or
possibly both could be used to complement each other. For an
example, Hakari et al. revealed the reversible association and
dissociation of S−S bonds in Li3PS4 by XAS and XPS, which
contributes to charge compensation during charge/discharge
processes.69 Because of its large probing distance, in situ XAS
may be not suitable to investigate the dynamic formation and
evolution of the interface, but in situ XPS could be doable:
Wenzel et al. suggested using the internal argon ion gun of the
instrument for sputtering of a Li metal target to deposit a thin
metal film on the electrolyte sample surface immediately
followed by analysis.333 Wood et al. applied bias by an electron
gun to drive Li+ migration and extracted valence electrons by
ultraviolet light to move back the Li+ while XPS measurements
monitored changes at the exposed surface (Figure 34b).334 With
this method, they discovered the multilayered configuration
(Li0/Li2O/Li3P/Li2S/Li3PS4) at the Li−Li3PS4 interface.334
Raman spectroscopy is also a surface-sensitive tool but with a

much higher spatial resolution (∼1 μm) than XPS (∼50 μm).
Since the Raman signal originates from lattice vibrations in the
structure, the spectral change is highly dependent on changes of
the local structure and coordination. For example, Raman can
distinguish between cubic and tetragonal Li7LaZr2O12 (LLZO),
Li3PS4, and Li4P2S6; both exhibit partial interconversion at the
interface with Li metal (Figure 34c).335,336 The spatial
distribution of two different phases can be further identified
by Raman mapping rather than SEM-EDS, highlighting its
advantage in probing phase heterogeneity.335,337

6.5. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)

Charge transfer resistance is most often estimated by EIS. The
impedance spectrum usually can be divided into a high-
frequency region (>1 MHz), a midfrequency region (1 kHz ∼
100 Hz) and a low-frequency region (∼1 Hz), corresponding to
the resistance contributions from the bulk electrolyte, charge
transfer at the interface, and Warburg diffusion, respectively.338

Time-resolved EIS allows the monitoring of the interfacial
resistance change during charge and discharge, a good indicator
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to trace Li+ diffusion and charge transfer across the inter-
face.217,338 For the LiCoO2/Li10GeP2S12/LiIn solid-state cell,
Zhang et al. found that there is a larger resistance contribution
and kinetic hindrance at the metal side rather than the cathode
side during cycling.338 On the basis of the spectroscopic analysis
with proper models, the chemical diffusion coefficient of Li can
be obtained as well as the interface thickness.217 On the other
hand, the precise interpretation of the impedance spectra
requires accurate models. This may be more straightforward for
well-defined thin-film ASSBs but difficult or even impossible in
the complex morphologies of conventional ASSBs, where the
influence of porosity, tortuosity, grain boundaries, physical
contact, and other potential factors from electrodes and
electrolytes should be taken into account.
NMR spectroscopy has been shown to offer unique and

complementary information to EIS due to its high sensitivity to
Li+ mobility in bulk battery materials and its selectivity for
charge transfer over phase boundaries by probing spontaneous
Li+ exchange.171 This extends the Li+ diffusion time scale from
microseconds (with spin relaxation experiments) up to seconds
(with exchangeNMR) depending on theNMR characteristics of
the materials. Using exchange NMR, Yu et al. found the self-
diffusion coefficient for Li6PS5Cl−Li2S exchange (1 × 10−11

cm2/s) is several orders of magnitude smaller than the Li6PS5Cl
bulk (9 × 10−7 cm2/s), suggesting that crossing the interface
presents a major bottleneck for Li+ transport in ASSBs.172 This
problem can be mitigated by making the electrode particles
nanosized to establish intimate contact with the SE.171

Yu et al. compared the conductivity results from DFT-MD
calculations, impedance spectroscopy, and NMR spin−lattice
relaxation (SLR) and exchange experiments.172 This covers Li+

transport over an extremely wide time scale, ranging from 10−12

seconds, representing intercage transitions, up to approximately
0.1 s, representing exchange between the SE and electrode. This
range allows for several benefits: based on simplified force field
potentials or static nudged elastic band calculation, DFT-based
MD simulations can be used to predict Li+ kinetics for fast ionic-
conductive materials resulting in good agreement with the NMR
SLR experiments, which allows for insights into the diffusion
mechanism at the atomic-scale. NMR SLR experiments can
probe up to a few Li+ transitions whereas EIS probes transport
over a longer length scale, typically on the order of tens of nm. As
a result, RT conductivity determined by EIS is smaller than the
bulk conductivity measured by NMR SLR experiments since the
former probes both the bulk and grain boundary Li+ diffusion.
NMR exchange experiments make it possible to characterize the
equilibrium exchange of Li-ions over the electrolyte-electrode
interface, which is the dominant factor responsible for the
restricted power performance of current ASSBs.

6.6. Neutron Depth Profiling (NDP)

Because of the high sensitivity of neutrons to light elements such
as Li and Na, NDP is a powerful tool to analyze Li distribution
and transport in ASSBs. After the reaction 6Li + n→ 4He (2055
keV) + 3H (2727 keV) takes place, the generated particles lose
energy to the matrix at a specified rate, which can be used to
identify the initial location of the reaction and the counts
indicate the abundance of Li at the corresponding depth.339

Both Wang et al. and Han et al. established in situ NDP to
monitor the Li plating-stripping process at the surface of
electrolyte and the substrate (Figure 34d).340,341 The counts
within the surface region show a linear dependence on the
amount of Li transfer, which increases during Li plating and

decreases during Li stripping.340 Compared with LiPON,Han et
al. visualized the direct deposition of Li inside bulk LLZO and
Li3PS4 and suggested that the high electronic conductivity of
LLZO and Li3PS4 is probably the root cause for dendrite
formation in these SEs.341

7. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE
In summary, the recent research progress on interfaces and
interphases in all-solid-state batteries, as well as the remaining
challenges for the field, have been reviewed thoroughly. Most of
the highly conductive SEs (halides, sulfides, oxides, and nitrides)
possess a low electrochemical oxidation stability, resulting in the
oxidation of SE to form a CEI. On the other hand, except for a
few binary SEs (Li2S, Li3P, Li3N, and LiF etc.), most SEs are not
stable with Li metal and thus form a SEI. SE decomposition
occurs on the electronically conductive surface, such as
electrode materials, conductive carbon, and current collectors.
The extent of decomposition depends on the chemical/physical
properties of SEs, the volume/weight percentage of electrode or
carbonaceous materials in the electrode composite, and the
operating voltage of ASSBs. If the SEI and CEI form irreversibly
and consists of ionically insulating materials (relative to SEs),
irreversible impedance growth will occur during the first cycle.
Additional impedance in ASSBs arises from interfacial

chemical reactions between electrodes and SEs. It has been
realized the cathode charge transfer resistance is the bottleneck
for high-power ASSBs. A thermodynamically unstable interface
is formed when SEs are coupled with high-voltage oxide
cathodes, resulting in the formation of unwanted interfacial side
products which degrades the cathode, lowers capacity, and
reduces the electrochemical efficiency of ASSBs. Although
oxide-based SEs are kinetically stable with oxide cathodes, their
interface suffers from poor wettability due to the high Young’s
modulus (stiffness) of the oxide SEs. Therefore, for oxide SEs,
high temperature annealing is required to chemically wet the
interface which can simultaneously accelerate undesired
chemical reactions at a previously kinetically stable interface
which results in high interface impedance. The kinetics of
interfacial reactions is alsomore pronounced at the charged state
than the discharged state. Electronically insulating, ionically
conductive, and thin coating materials, applied to kinetically
protect the interface, improve the rate performance of ASSBs to
levels competitive with conventional LE-based batteries.
The mechanical incompatibility at the electrode−SE interface

is another crucial problem in ASSBs. Continuous volume change
of the cathode and anode (during charging/discharging)
induces stress at the interface, and as a result, delamination of
either the electrode materials or the protective coating layer
occurs. This is accompanied by the formation of cracks/voids at
the interface which leads to cycling deterioration. Such cracks/
voids expose new electrode surfaces to the SE which react
chemically and electrochemically, further lowering cyclic
efficiency and capacity. With cracks and voids, Li stripping will
then occur on selective contact surfaces, creating voids in one
electrode, while Li metal plating in a limited area will increase
localized current density, generating hot spots for dendrite
growth. A lithophilic coating layer or melted Li metal treatment
on LLZO have been applied to minimize Li/LLZO interstitial
gaps to promote homogeneous Li metal deposition.
In addition, the Li−SE interface can be also mechanically

wetted through Li metal creeping by applying uniaxial stack
pressure. Although a high stack pressure is required to better wet
the interface, a lower stack pressure is preferred for long cycling.
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The mechanical properties of the SE are also quite important
with regards to Li dendrite growth (according to the Monroe−
Newman criteria, the sheer modulus of the SEmust be twice that
of Li for dendrite prevention). Although oxide-based SEs satisfy
these criteria, dendrite growth is still noticeable at current
densities above 0.5 mA/cm2.
Despite the significant progress so far in ASSBs, many

challenges remain in terms of the SE, electrode materials, and
their interfaces.

I. Although the current ASSB research trend involves
development of new highly ionically conductive SEs to
compete with LE conductivity, unfortunately, the
electrode−SE charge transfer resistance is not considered
while designing new SEs. For example, LGPS and
LSiPSCl, which have ionic conductivities exceeding
those of LEs, are not stable with Li metal, thus exhibiting
the lowest CE when using a high voltage cathode. This
ultimately makes the electrolytes impractical. Although
the incorporation of I, Br, or Se increases the ionic
conductivity of SEs, they also cannot be used with high-
voltage oxide cathodes as there are multiple anionic redox
processes during charging, which results in a thicker,
irreversible SEI and high interfacial resistance. Therefore,
compositional screening of SEs based on their interfacial
properties with specific electrodes must be prioritized and
carried out before considering conductivity and ultimately
experimental synthesis.

II. Low capacity, poor CE, high polarization, and capacity
fade of ASSBs originate from sluggish interfacial charge
transfer kinetics, which results from chemical reactions,
electrochemical decomposition, and loss of interfacial
mechanical integrity. However, there is no quantitative
estimation of the participation of each of these
components on the sluggish kinetic behavior. Quantita-
tive estimation will help to design better SEs, identify
suitable cathodes and allow for an optimal composite
electrode composition for high-efficiency cycling.

III. Coatings on high-voltage oxide cathodes that are
thermodynamically stable with both the SE and cathode
are believed to be electrochemically passivated under high
voltage due to sluggish kinetics. However, most ASSBs are
reported with limited cycling where kinetic passivation
dominates. Long-term cycling stability (>500 cycles) of
the coating layer has not been studied so far. In addition,
high-temperature rapid cycling could help to exacerbate
any side reactions experienced by the coating layer to
check the stability in a shorter time. Moreover, it is
difficult to isolate the coating layer from bulk ASSBs for
analysis and characterization.

IV. The mechanical properties of all of the ASSB components
are the most crucial parameters for effective cycling. This
is especially important for the soft Li metal anode as Li
metal dendrite growth and Li plating/stripping kinetics
are highly dependent on mechanical compatibility at the
interface. A lithophilic coating layer on Li metal (with
oxide-based SEs) stabilizes the Li−SE interface for
dendrite-free Li deposition (but at low current density).
However, the mechanical stability of such a lithophilic
coating layer over long-term cycling and with high
capacity (4 mAh/cm2) Li metal deposition is still
questionable. Moreover, the mechanical properties of
newly formed interfaces along with their chemical

structure and their effects on battery cycling need to be
investigated. Precise mechanical and chemical modeling
of the interface with/without electric field (static and
dynamic changes) need to be analyzed. Moreover, the
mechanical stress of ASSBs can propagate over a long
distance. For example, thick Li metal deposition on the
anode induces stress, which can propagate through the SE
to the cathode composite, affecting the chemical and
mechanical integrity of the cathode composite during
cycling. Full cell-level stress characterization will be
necessary and is more relevant rather than character-
ization of individual components in the ASSB.

V. A full understanding of the interfacial properties in ASSBs
requires using various characterization tools to cover a
wide range of spatial and temporal scales. The spatial scale
includes phenomena such as charge transfer, ion diffusion,
the space charge layer, phase transitions, grain boundaries,
and physical contact, while the time scale includes charge
transfer, ion transport, exchanges between the electrolyte
and electrode, and dynamic interface evolution as a
function of the state of charge. Ex situ and in situ
experiments should be combined to isolate and identify
different interfacial components. Specifically, in situ or
operando experiments are highly encouraged to monitor
real-time interfacial changes while simultaneously avoid-
ing potential contaminations and artifacts that can be
present in ex situ experiments. Because of the fragile
nature of the interface, SEs, and Li metal, cryogenic
protection may be needed to stabilize the samples to
minimize potential beam damage. In addition, it is
important to develop and customize new techniques
with integrated functions to enable information acquis-
ition about the structure, composition, and kinetics. Both
computation and experiments require high-throughput
screening, diagnosis, and interfacial design for ASSBs.
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AB Acetylene Black
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy
AIMD Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics
ALD Atomic layer deposition
ASSBs All-Solid-State Batteries
CCD Critical Current Density
CE Coulombic Efficiency
CEI Cathode Electrolyte Interphase
CT X-ray Computed Tomography
CV Cyclic Voltammetry
DFT Density Functional Theory
EELS Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
FIB Focused Ion Beam
HOMO Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital
LATP Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3
LCO LiCoO2
LEs Liquid Electrolytes
LFP LiFePO4
LGPS Li10GeP2S12
LLTO Li0.33La0.56TiO3
LLZO Li7La3Zr2O12
LNMO LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4
LPS Li3PS4
LPSCl Li6PS5Cl
LUMO Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital
MIEC Mixed Ionic- and Electronic-Conducting
MLD Molecule Layer Deposition
NAS Na3SbS4
NDP Neutron Depth Profiling
NMC LiNixMnyCo1‑x‑yO2
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
PLD Pulsed Laser Deposition
RT Room-temperature
SEs Solid Electrolytes
SEI Solid−Electrolyte Interphase
SLR Spin-Lattice Relaxation
STEM Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy
TOF-SIMS Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
TXM Transmission X-ray Microscopy
VGCF Vapor-Grown Carbon Fibers
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XAS X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy
XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
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